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INT. MEDIEVAL TRAINING HALL - DAY

Eyes, burning with determination, fuelled by willpower. 
They are fixated on...

...An armour breastplate, mounted on a wall. Forged into 
its metalwork, a FALCON insignia.

AKERRA, 20, small-framed but wrought from hardship, holds 
himself parallel to the floor in a plank pose.

An APPLE balances on his back.

Akerra is in a line of youths, bigger and taller than 
him, who hold the same pose. Apples on their backs. Sweat 
puddles under them.

Boots step close to fingers. Captain GEDREN, 44, judges 
each novice at his feet. He is dressed in the same falcon 
armour as the piece on display.

GEDREN
I’m not special. I don’t belong 
here.

(scans the room)
If I give in, this pain will end.

The boys try their best to ignore the taunts.

GEDREN
Who was I to think I was worthy? 
I’m no warrior.

One YOUNG HOPEFUL, 18, is struggling to keep his body 
straight. Gedren hones in on him.

GEDREN
And they’ll find out soon enough.

Young Hopeful’s apple rolls off, bouncing on the floor. 

The boy scuttles to the door. Stifling tears, he bows to 
the room and exits. Gedren ignores him.

GEDREN
I’ve made a mistake. There’s no 
shame in being a farmer.

Strength waning, Akerra focuses on the mounted armour.

Akerra wills his body straight. He raises his head, 
revealing a distinctive TATTOO on the back of his neck.

A candle dies. A soldier rings a gong.

Exhausted bodies collapse. Apples roll everywhere.

Akerra remains in the plank pose, staring at the armour.



EXT. FIGHTING PEN - DAY

The initiates grapple in the dirt. Towering over them, a 
stone fort flies the falcon banner.

Boys too young to train hover at a fence, spectating.

Akerra is confronted by BORLUS, 20, a giant compared to 
him. Borlus smirks and tackles Akerra, trying to 
overpower him with brute strength.

Akerra slips the tackle, getting Borlus in a choke hold. 
Borlus taps in submission.

Akerra releases Borlus and checks on him. Still catching 
up with what just happened, Borlus gives a thumbs up. The 
two boys laugh.

Borlus uses the opportunity to throw a punch but Akerra 
is ready for it and counters with a kick to the groin.

Doubled over, Borlus puts up his hands in surrender.

A COMMOTION nearby alerts them.

REN, 20, handsome and imposing, joint-locks his 
opponent’s arm.

Gedren watches.

Ren ignores his victim’s frantic taps until-

A SICKENING WAIL. Now Ren lets go.

The children laugh and point at the INJURED YOUTH, his 
arm flopping the wrong way.

Ren looks to Gedren for acknowledgment.

Gedren ignores Ren and kneels beside the Injured Youth.

GEDREN
Why is your arm broken?

The Injured Youth has turned white and shivers in shock.

GEDREN
I showed you how to defend. You 
didn’t listen. You went on the 
attack and sacrificed your guard.

The Injured Youth curls up on the dirt, cradling himself.

GEDREN
(to everyone)

This is what happens when you 
disobey!

(to Injured Youth)
(MORE)
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Lord Jetta has no use for one-
armed soldiers.

EXT. HILL - DUSK

Shouldering iron pots filled with water, the initiates 
struggle up a hill.

A dehydrated boy passes out. His pots spill and tumble 
down the hill. The boys step over him.

Akerra and Borlus jostle, racing each other to the top.

Borlus wins but is too exhausted to enjoy it.

Cresting the hill, Akerra and Borlus pass the Young 
Hopeful whose apple fell. He is kneeling and sobbing.

No one pays any attention to him.

The Young Hopeful aims a knife at his stomach. Previous 
hopefuls lie dead beside him.

EXT. RIVER - NIGHT

On the bank of a gentle stream, Akerra swings a branch, 
whittled into a homemade sword. He strikes a makeshift 
dummy repeatedly.

Blisters have spread across Akerra’s palm.

Akerra shakes off the pain and strikes the dummy again.

EXT. FIGHTING PEN - DAY

The boys stand in a line, throwing stones at targets. 
Gedren marks each boy’s throwing hand with RED PAINT.

GEDREN
Right handed. Right handed. Left 
handed.

INT. MEDIEVAL TRAINING HALL - DAY

Gedren stands beside a tall wooden box. An ominous 
BUZZING can be heard inside.

The boys gaze at a rack of shiny SWORDS.

An ANXIOUS BOY, 19, steps forward. Gedren taps the boy’s 
right hand, marked with red paint.

GEDREN
Your sword hand.

GEDREN (CONT'D)
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Anxious Boy inserts his hand into the box.

Gedren tips a bamboo water timer.

Inside the box, a wooden separator releases the stinging 
fury onto the boy’s hand.

Anxious Boy mutters prayers until-

Gedren squeezes a bellows, filling the box with smoke.

CUT TO:

A chicken egg rests in Anxious Boy’s bulbous hand. His 
fingers barely respond as he tries and fails to crush it.

Gedren takes the egg.

ANXIOUS BOY
Cut it off. Please. I won’t bear 
the shame.

Gedren places a knife in Anxious Boy’s hand, closing his 
swollen fingers around the handle for him.

GEDREN
Live a cripple. Or die a warrior.

Grateful, Anxious Boy bows and exits.

Akerra checks his blistered hand, painted red.

Borlus winces dramatically.

Akerra shrugs as if it’s nothing.

Borlus shakes his head smugly and pats Akerra’s shoulder.

CUT TO:

Ren, his stung hand holding the egg.

Gedren looks down at him expectantly.

Ren finds the willpower to force his fingers closed. 
CRACK. Yolk drips and Ren collapses.

CUT TO:

Akerra’s turn. 

Gedren grabs Akerra’s painted hand and turns it over to 
reveal the blisters.

GEDREN
You’ll find no mercy here.

Akerra shoves his hand in the box and steels himself.
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Agony arrives swiftly. Akerra resists the urge to pull 
back. He stares at the fresh swords in their rack until-

The water runs dry.

Akerra drops to his knees, pale and barely conscious.

Gedren shoves an egg into Akerra’s ruined hand.

Forehead on the floor, Akerra seems defeated.

Borlus spectates, urging Akerra.

Akerra’s fingers don’t respond. He remains still.

Gedren reaches for the egg-

CRACK! Yolk spills through Akerra’s fingers.

Borlus CHEERS INAPPROPRIATELY LOUD. Sensing disapproval 
around him, he puffs out his chest, inviting a challenge 
from the boys. They back down.

From the floor - Akerra notices a WOMAN watching from 
outside. A black VEIL shrouds her face.

INT. MEDIEVAL TRAINING HALL - NIGHT

Fewer in number now, the boys kneel, cradling their 
hands. Everyone is trying their best to hide the pain.

With ritual care, Gedren gives each a sword. Each boy 
handles his new weapon with profound care.

GEDREN
This blade is Lord Jetta’s tongue. 
Wielding it, you speak for him. 
Deal his justice. You are a 
feather in the falcon’s great 
wings. Without this weapon, you 
are nothing.

The boys kiss the engraved falcon symbol on their blades.

EXT. WOODLAND SHACK - NIGHT

Akerra’s home is a run-down shack on the edge of a dark 
wood. The forest has spent decades devouring it.

INT. WOODLAND SHACK - CONTINUOUS

TAHVI, 23, wraps Akerra’s injured hand. She exudes a 
practicality owing to living off the land.

Their baby daughter, KIVA, coos beside them.
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Akerra tries to catch Tahvi’s eye. She ignores him, 
focusing on the bandages.

AKERRA
That’s too much.

TAHVI
You’ll pick at it otherwise.

Tahvi notices the sword Akerra earned that day, leaning 
up against the wall. She seems disappointed.

AKERRA
I’m worthless until I prove-

TAHVI
We needn’t discuss it again.

AKERRA
Yet you refuse to understand.

TAHVI
I understand hunger. Because my 
father was too proud to work the 
fields, instead chasing honour his 
whole life.

AKERRA
What land? What fields? He gambled 
them away. And this is all I’m 
good at.

TAHVI
That’s what he thought too. He 
achieved what you aspire to.

On Akerra - he’s heard this speech before.

TAHVI
Died a soldier. Broke, drunk, but 
he had his precious honour.

Tahvi cuts the bandage roughly, leaving Akerra’s hand 
inside a comically-thick glove.

INT. AKERRA’S HOME - LATER

Akerra nestles Kiva in his sleeping wife’s arms. Tahvi 
cradles the baby instinctively but doesn’t wake.

Akerra waits a moment, making sure Tahvi stays asleep.

EXT. RIVER - NIGHT

The bandages are dumped on the river bank.
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Akerra draws his sword, takes a moment to enjoy it.

Akerra stabs the dummy. Gritting teeth through the 
stinging, burning pain, he strikes again. And again.

INT. MEDIEVAL TRAINING HALL - DAY

The initiates practice one-on-one duels. Blades are kept 
safely within sheaths.

Akerra wrong-foots Borlus and “stabs” him with the 
covered blade.

BORLUS
I was testing you. You passed.

Akerra gives Borlus a playful punch. Borlus punches back.

REN
(interrupting them)

You.

Ren faces off with Akerra. They duel. Akerra withholds 
his best effort. Ren wins.

AKERRA
I yield.

WHACK! Gedren strikes the floor with a bamboo sword.

GEDREN
(aimed at Ren)

He mocks you and you abide.

REN
(to Akerra)

Get up.

Akerra and Ren square off. They duel ferociously. This 
time, Akerra wins.

Gedren is visibly disappointed in Ren.

Ren DRAWS his sword, throws down the sheath.

Everyone stops to watch.

Akerra looks to Gedren, who folds his arms.

Ren attacks. Akerra lets the naked blade connect, 
splitting his sheath. He out-duels Ren again.

AKERRA
Yield.

Borlus is surprised at Akerra’s skill.
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Ren presses Akerra’s sheathed blade against his throat 
and smiles.

REN
Only a man with a family yields.

Akerra suppresses the urge to react.

GEDREN
Save it for the enemy. Bow.

Akerra and Ren oblige half-heartedly.

Gedren shoves Ren’s sword back in his grip. He marches to 
Akerra and punches him in the gut.

GEDREN
If my idiot son draws his weapon, 
you honour him by doing the same.

INT. WOODLAND SHACK - NIGHT

Tahvi peers through the window at Akerra, kneeling in 
front of a RUSTED SWORD sticking up from the ground.

EXT. WOODLAND SHACK - CONTINUOUS

Akerra bows his head to the sword.

AKERRA
Tomorrow, I honour you.

INT. TESTING CHAMBER - NIGHT

MONTAGE: The boys undergo their final trial in isolation 
from each other. INTERCUT between Akerra, Borlus and Ren.

Akerra kneels before Gedren.

GEDREN
What is a soldier?

AKERRA
A servant.

GEDREN
Obedience can be taught. But 
loyalty is in the heart. Does a 
slave know the difference?

Akerra reacts - disliking the label of “slave”.

Gedren shows him a small BLUE FLOWER.
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GEDREN
A secret known only to Lord 
Jetta’s faithful guard.

Gedren’s fist envelopes the flower.

GEDREN
To your grave.

Borlus is solemn and determined.

BORLUS
To my grave.

Borlus picks a dried mushroom from a ceremonial bowl and 
places it on his tongue.

CUT TO:

Akerra writhes on the floor in a psychedelic state.

GEDREN
Whom do you serve?

AKERRA
Lord Jetta. The falcon.

GEDREN
Who is your enemy?

Ren stares into space, drooling.

REN
Lord Hamza. The serpent.

CUT TO:

Akerra wakes, suited in falcon armour. Chained to a wall.

An iron gate WHINES open. Swords emerge from the dark. 
ENEMY SOLDIERS, disguised behind helmets. Their armour 
bears a SERPENT insignia.

Eyes bulging, Borlus’ hallucinogenic state peaks.

ENEMY SOLDIER
Your brothers are dead.

A soldier lifts up a HEAD MADE OF STRAW.

On Borlus - convinced by the illusion.

ENEMY SOLDIER
Lord Jetta has been taken.

BORLUS
Liar!
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The soldier opens his hand, revealing the BLUE FLOWER.

Borlus is devastated.

Ren laughs oddly.

Akerra doesn’t react.

ENEMY SOLDIER
You failed to protect him. The 
falcon is now Lord Hamza’s trophy.

Soldiers unchain Borlus. He collapses, fights weakly.

The soldiers hold Akerra down, stripping his armour.

Akerra crawls towards his breastplate. The soldiers kick 
him back down.

A wooden knife is tossed at Akerra’s feet.

ENEMY SOLDIER
Warrior’s dignity.

The soldiers open the dungeon door.

ENEMY SOLDIER
Or coward’s exile. We won’t stop 
you. If you can bear the shame.

Borlus picks up what appears to him a real knife. He 
turns the blade toward his stomach.

The soldiers back out, leaving the door open.

Akerra holds the knife, considers death.

REN
I’m free.

Ren stabs himself with the wooden knife, doing no damage. 
Soldiers appear and drape black cloth over his head.

Borlus commits ritual “suicide” and black cloth goes over 
him immediately. END MONTAGE.

Akerra is kneeling, aiming the prop knife at his stomach.

He stares at the falcon symbol on his stripped armour.

The knife shakes in his grip.

Akerra gives up, drops the knife on the floor. He gets to 
his feet and stumbles out the door to-
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MEDIEVAL TRAINING HALL - DAY

A line of soldiers. Gedren is at the head.

To Akerra’s left, corpses of failed recruits still 
clutching knives.

To his right, Borlus, Ren and others are dressed in 
falcon armour.

GEDREN
What is a soldier?

AKERRA
A servant.

GEDREN
And how does he serve?

AKERRA
He fights.

GEDREN
No. He gives his life.

On Akerra - dread.

GEDREN
A child born into chains fights 
for nothing but his own survival. 
You are unworthy of the falcon.

The new recruits lurch forward and spit in Akerra’s face, 
calling him “Unworthy”.

Ren spits right in Akerra’s eye.

Conflicted, Borlus offers his knife.

Akerra takes the gift. Borlus turns away. Then returns 
and spits reluctantly.

Akerra scans the faces of the recruits, then those of the 
dead. Some remain kneeling, their final moments spent 
praying for redemption.

GEDREN
They had no children. No wives. Go 
and say your farewells. Return at 
dawn and you may reclaim your 
honour as they have.

Akerra throws down the knife. Silence.

AKERRA
I’ll reclaim it now. In combat.
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GEDREN
You challenge me?

AKERRA
All of you.

Everyone laughs.

AKERRA
I’ll use a wooden sword. No one 
dies.

(waits for the 
laughter to end)

I strike flesh, they yield. 
Agreed?

Gedren hushes the crowd.

GEDREN
And if you defeat us all? Do we 
follow you then?

Akerra points to the falcon armour on the wall.

AKERRA
I want only the right to serve.

Gedren tosses Akerra a bamboo sword.

Everyone forms a circle, baying for blood. Ren prepares 
to fight but Gedren holds him back.

REN
He has a wooden sword.

Gedren pretends to embrace Ren.

GEDREN
(whispered)

Practice. Make me proud.

Gedren ushers his son back to the pack. Ren boils.

Akerra notices the father/son exchange. He wipes spit 
from his face and prepares for a duel.

One recruit draws his blade, advancing arrogantly.

Akerra feigns one way, then smacks the soldier in the 
head with his bamboo.

Rubbing his head, the recruit slinks away. He is quickly 
replaced by another.

Akerra wrong-foots him and his wooden sword taps on the 
recruit’s throat.

Another opponent falls. Akerra boots him in the backside. 
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Borlus chuckles, then realises he’s next. He steps out, 
wary of Akerra’s skill.

Gedren yanks Borlus back and steps into the ring himself.

Akerra hesitates a moment. Then strikes. Gedren deflects 
the blow. Akerra’s bamboo sword is frayed and damaged.

Akerra roams the outer ring of the space, edging within 
Ren’s reach.

Gedren catches Ren’s eye, sees tears of rage brimming.

Ren kicks Akerra’s leg out from under him. Akerra 
stumbles, rolls on the floor. Regains the wooden sword, 
only to see Gedren’s boot land on it.

Boys cheer. Borlus is horrified at the injustice.

On his knees, Akerra feels Gedren’s blade on his neck. 
Akerra lets go of the bamboo sword, yielding.

GEDREN
The unworthy shuns an honourable 
death and now hopes I’ll reward 
him with one?

Gedren backs away. Akerra now feels genuine fear.

GEDREN
(to group)

No. He will not die a warrior. He 
will first know what it is to 
truly serve. And then, when he 
knows his place, he will beg for 
any death on offer.

INT. SERVANT’S QUARTERS - DAY

SUMI, 44, Head Servant of House Jetta, rummages through a 
chest. Annoyed, she refuses to meet eyes with Akerra.

SUMI
We don’t have men’s clothes.

She tosses him a plain grey kimono.

SUMI
Can you wash linen?

Akerra wraps himself in the kimono.

AKERRA
I’ll learn.
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SUMI
Do you even know how to set a 
table?

AKERRA
I know where the knife goes.

Now she looks him in the eye.

SUMI
I’ve seen girls executed for 
saying smart things.

Akerra lowers his gaze.

SUMI
Wait here until called.

(exiting)
Don’t stand so aggressively. 
You’re no longer a soldier.

The door closes on Akerra, holding his stance.

INT. HALLWAY - A SHORT TIME LATER

Akerra is the only male in a line of servants. The women, 
dressed in colourful kimonos, lean away from him.

Sumi presents each woman to NISANSELA Jetta, 20 - Lord 
Jetta’s daughter.

Wearing her black veil, only Nisansela’s eyes are 
visible. She inspects each woman as they curtsy.

Nisansela studies Akerra, standing at attention.

Akerra bows, unwilling to make eye contact.

NISANSELA
Him.

Sumi is shocked but quickly hides it.

SUMI
Yes, My Lady.

Nisansela leaves, Sumi at her heels.

NISANSELA
Dress him in something 
appropriate.

The servants glare at Akerra. He smiles and shrugs 
provocatively back at them.
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EXT. WOODLAND SHACK - DUSK

Akerra stops at the front door. He looks at the rusted 
sword in the grass and averts his eyes in shame.

INT. WOODLAND SHACK - NIGHT

Tahvi shoves clothes and belongings into a rucksack.

AKERRA
There’s nowhere to go.

TAHVI
You’re honourless. The stain lasts 
for generations.

AKERRA
You’d prefer I cut open my 
stomach?

TAHVI
I did warn you. We’re not staying.

AKERRA
We have no horse. No money for 
travel. We’ll be vulnerable on 
the road.

TAHVI
We’ll take the forest.

AKERRA
We won’t last.

Their rickety front door swings open in the breeze. Tahvi 
shoves a brick in front to keep the door closed.

TAHVI
You lasted. Alone. A child.

AKERRA
And if your father hadn’t chanced 
upon me, I’d have died alone.

TAHVI
I’m willing to test our luck. I 
can’t live like this.

Kiva crawls obliviously, having fun by herself.

AKERRA
We’d survive. But Kiva ...

Kiva hears her name and looks up sweetly.

Worn down, Tahvi begins unpacking her rucksack.
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AKERRA
With time, I’ll save enough for us  
to buy passage south. Maybe even a 
horse.

TAHVI
That’ll be years.

AKERRA
We’ll endure.

TAHVI
Just pour the tea and don’t look 
anyone in the eye.

Akerra smiles reassuringly.

AKERRA
I only act proud.

TAHVI
I know.

EXT. RIVER - NIGHT

Wood splinters everywhere. Akerra smashes his wooden 
sword against the practise dummy.

Akerra’s rage subsides. The wooden face stares back sadly 
at him.

He uproots the effigy and hurls it into the river.

EXT. FIGHTING PEN - DAY

Newly appointed falcon guards run combat drills. Boots 
kick up dirt. Shields clash.

Dressed in a white servant’s kimono, Akerra marches past 
the fenced enclosure.

A jangle of laughter erupts. Guards applaud and hoot.

Children join in, pointing at Akerra.

Akerra ignores them.

Borlus watches in disbelief, then makes a show of joining 
in on the laughter.

INT. NISANSELA’S QUARTERS - DAY

Akerra sets a tray with a tea pot and cup on a table.
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Nisansela is on her bed, back to Akerra. She paints her 
toenails meticulously. Her face is hidden by her veil.

AKERRA
Your tea, My Lady.

NISANSELA
Pour two.

Akerra freezes.

Nisansela notices a solitary cup on the tray.

NISANSELA
We’ll share instead.

Nisansela hops off her bed and takes a seat at the table.

NISANSELA
Sit.

Akerra complies awkwardly.

NISANSELA
You’re Silawai, aren’t you?

AKERRA
Half. My mother.

NISANSELA
Was she also a slave?

Akerra nods.

NISANSELA
She named you after a legendary 
Silawai king.

AKERRA
He was executed by Dethrandor.

NISANSELA
But he rose from the dead and 
defeated him.

AKERRA
I don’t believe that part.

NISANSELA
Maybe your mother did.

Akerra stares at the floor. They can hear soldiers 
outside doing sword drills.

NISANSELA
You’re better than them. I saw. 
Yet, here you are, suffering the 
indignity of pouring my tea.
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AKERRA
There is no shame-

NISANSELA
Let’s not pretend. We both know 
this is meant as a humiliation.

AKERRA
I chose it.

NISANSELA
Yes. You wouldn’t die for my 
father. Then refused to kill 
yourself for scraps of honour.

Nisansela unclips her veil, revealing her face. Akerra is 
struck by the beauty of the complete picture.

NISANSELA
You’re exactly what I need.

Nisansela sips her tea, studying Akerra for a reaction.

NISANSELA
I’ll be married soon. To the 
Captain’s son. I’m yet to meet Ren 
but they say he’s honourable. Men 
in armour speak with my father’s 
voice. You’re not wearing a 
falcon. Tell me about the man I’m 
to marry.

AKERRA
Ren’s from a strong line. He’s an 
ideal choice.

NISANSELA
A careful answer. You’re a 
survivor. That can make someone 
dangerous.

AKERRA
I learned obedience early.

NISANSELA
A tattoo doesn’t make one obey.

AKERRA
Fear does.

NISANSELA
Akerra, lie to me again and I’ll 
give you something to fear.

Nisansela leans over the table. Akerra meets her gaze.

NISANSELA
Anyone can pour tea.
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Akerra gets her meaning, drops the poker face.

AKERRA
I’d recommend you don’t show Ren 
any weakness.

Nisansela absorbs this.

NISANSELA
My marriage won’t be much fun, 
will it?

AKERRA
I would expect not, My Lady.

NISANSELA
I’d sleep easier with someone 
close, say a servant, 
protecting me.

AKERRA
Servants are forbidden from-

NISANSELA
Carrying weapons, yes. But mine 
would be discreet. I’d arrange the 
sword. If he’d swear by it.

She finishes her tea, places the cup in front of Akerra.

NISANSELA
A survivor might prefer a life of 
pouring tea. Of course, his honour 
would remain as it is now.

Nisansela can see she’s affecting Akerra.

NISANSELA
So, will my protector drink tea 
with me or will my servant clear 
it away?

Akerra thinks, then pours himself a tea.

Nisansela is pleased.

EXT. FORT GATES - NIGHT

Akerra passes through the guarded fort entrance.

Borlus emerges from the shadows.

BORLUS
Unworthy. Come with me.

Akerra follows him. Guards watch Borlus frisk Akerra. 
They lose interest quickly.
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Borlus moves Akerra out of earshot.

BORLUS
I don’t think you’re unworthy.

AKERRA
I’m honoured.

BORLUS
Akerra, as much as I enjoy finally 
besting you in some way, it feels 
oddly dissatisfying. So for my 
sake, put a stop to this 
humiliation.

AKERRA
You think Ren is worthy?

BORLUS
He’s been groomed for this life. 
People like us, we’re in a 
different game. We have to fight 
and claw to earn anything.

AKERRA
And when we die, you think 
Dethrandor will discriminate?

BORLUS
(at Akerra’s kimono)

If you’re wearing that, I don’t 
like your chances.

Akerra isn’t amused.

BORLUS
There are other ways to serve. You 
could be my squire.

AKERRA
Clean and carry your armour?

BORLUS
I haven’t considered the details.

AKERRA
I have a better offer.

BORLUS
Polishing spoons?

Akerra turns away.

BORLUS (CONT’D)
(grabs Akerra)

Whatever you’re doing, it won’t 
bring you honour.
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AKERRA
(shoves Borlus)

You think wearing a falcon does? 
These symbols mean nothing. We 
fight. We die. And we’re forgotten 
by those we fought for.

BORLUS
My death means something because I 
wear this.

Akerra eyes him with pity.

AKERRA
It’s a little tight on you.

Borlus adjusts his armour self-consciously.

INT. GREAT HALL - DAY

Soldiers stand at attention in a stone hall. Lord JETTA, 
50, marches in. Court attendants prostrate themselves on 
the floor as he passes.

Nisansela walks behind Jetta, a face of porcelain white 
makeup and elaborate eyeshadow.

Akerra follows, head bowed.

Jetta presents Nisansela to Ren and Gedren.

Ren and Nisansela bow to each other. Ren locks a GOLD 
BRACELET around Nisansela’s wrist, then kneels and draws 
his sword. He offers the blade up to her.

Nisansela accepts the sword and hands it to a servant.

Ren tosses the sheath to Akerra. Gedren has to restrain 
himself from clipping Ren’s ear.

Akerra squeezes the empty sheath in his hands.

INT. ANCESTRAL HALL - NIGHT

A hall of banners and artefacts from past warlords. 

Akerra draws Ren’s sword, kneels to Nisansela and issues 
a cut along his palm.

EXT. RIVER - LATER

Akerra checks that he is alone before revealing Ren’s 
sword among the folds of his kimono. He stashes it inside 
a hollow tree stump.
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EXT. SECLUDED WATERFALL - DAY

Nisansela stands on the bank of a creek, gazing at a 
nearby waterfall. The fort looms behind her.

Akerra stands guard, Ren’s sword concealed at his hip.

NISANSELA
The trees make you nervous?

AKERRA
We’re exposed.

Nisansela removes her veil.

NISANSELA
Trust me, we’re alone. I’ve spent 
enough time here to know.

Akerra joins her by the water. Nisansela picks up a stick 
and gives it to him. She holds out her hand expectantly.

NISANSELA
You promised.

Akerra hesitantly gives Nisansela the sword. She moves to 
draw but Akerra stops her.

AKERRA
Only draw the blade when you 
intend to kill.

Akerra demonstrates with the stick.

AKERRA
Think of it as part of your body. 
Always maintain balance.

Nisansela mimics Akerra’s stance and they face off.

NISANSELA
When do I strike?

AKERRA
When you know it will land.

She lunges. Akerra grabs hold of the sheath, bringing 
them close.

AKERRA
Every move educates your enemy.

Akerra looks at the bracelet Ren gave Nisansela.

AKERRA
If he sees a vulnerability, he 
will pray on it.
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NISANSELA
I can’t hide mine like you.

AKERRA
I had to learn.

NISANSELA
Fighting other slaves?

AKERRA
Boys that died in the pit were the 
lucky ones. They surely sit with 
Dethrandor at The Great Table now.

NISANSELA
(smiles warmly)

I’m glad you were unlucky.

Akerra hears the clopping of a horse. He snatches the 
sword from Nisansela and hides it in his kimono.

EXT. FOREST TRAIL - MOMENTS LATER

Akerra and Nisansela emerge onto a road. A HORSEMAN 
approaches.

AKERRA
My Lady, get behind me.

NISANSELA
It’s alright.

Akerra positions himself between Nisansela and the rider.

The horseman is a warrior of the RED TRIANGLE clan. 
Armoured in black, his identity shielded behind a 
frightening mask. The symbol of his clan is emblazoned on 
his shoulder guard. He carries himself with a confidence 
forged only by battle.

RED TRIANGLE
(bows his head)

Lady Nisansela.

Hooked onto the saddle, a sack full of something bloody.

Akerra shields Nisansela until the horseman passes.

NISANSELA
He’s an ally.

Akerra stares at the warrior riding towards the fort.

AKERRA
They don’t have allies.
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INT. GREAT HALL - A SHORT TIME LATER

A barricade of spears. Behind them, Jetta beckons.

The Red Triangle approaches the throne. Measured, 
deliberate, making sure everyone sees the bloody sack 
he’s carrying.

Nisansela and Akerra take up position beside the throne.

Guarding Jetta, Borlus clutches his spear nervously. 
Akerra catches his eye as they pass.

RED TRIANGLE
Lord Jetta, I return your men for 
burial.

The falcon guards tense up. Everyone’s on edge.

The Red Triangle lays the sack on the floor.

Jetta recoils, averts his eyes from the sack.

RED TRIANGLE
Their eyes are closed. No curse 
will come upon you.

JETTA
They attacked you?

RED TRIANGLE
Young men hoping to prove their 
worth.

Jetta regards the sack with disgust.

JETTA
I’d say they succeeded.

RED TRIANGLE
They fought well. Honoured you to 
the end. They did not suffer.

JETTA
Then they died ignorant fools.

RED TRIANGLE
Send your champion.

JETTA
(stands)

Who will challenge the Red 
Triangle?

Silence. The falcon guards look to one another.

Ren catches Gedren’s eye, asking the question. Gedren 
stifles a condescending laugh and shakes his head.
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JETTA
I need a champion.

Akerra steps out from the crowd.

Everyone laughs, except the Red Triangle.

About to reveal his sword, Nisansela grabs Akerra’s hand 
and drags him back.

NISANSELA
No.

Everyone laughs harder. Nisansela squeezes Akerra’s arm.

NISANSELA
You forget your oath to me.

Akerra backs down.

JETTA
I said “champion”, he heard 
“chamber pot”.

Raucous laughter and applause from the crowd.

Akerra smiles and waves, acknowledging the joke.

Jetta motions for everyone to calm down.

A BIG SOLDIER breaks from the line.

BIG SOLDIER
My Lord.

JETTA
Finally, a warrior.

A space is cleared for the duellists.

A falcon guard drags the sack of heads away.

Guards close the hall doors, barring spectators outside.

Big Soldier brandishes what’s sometimes called a 
“Kusarigama” - a long chain with a sickle on one end, an 
iron weight on the other.

Big Soldier spins a length of the chain by his side. 
WHOOMP, WHOOMP, WHOOMP - the weighted ball whips the air.

The Red Triangle draws his sword, watching the rotating 
chain.

Akerra studies the Red Triangle’s footwork. His balance. 
His motion, effortless. Like water.

Big Soldier strikes-
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The Red Triangle pivots.

SMACK! The iron ball hits the stone floor.

Big Soldier reels in the chain.

The Red Triangle edges Big Soldier to the outer ring of 
the floor. Onlookers duck to avoid the spinning weight.

The ball strikes again. The Red Triangle rolls out of 
harm’s way.

Big Soldier senses an opportunity, closes in...

But the Red Triangle draws-

-a second weapon. A long, sacred knife - almost a short 
sword - called a “Dyuss blade”.

Big Soldier stops, reassesses.

Dual-wielding steel, the Red Triangle stalks Big Soldier 
around the circle.

Big Soldier whips a long-reaching arc. The Red Triangle 
stays out of range.

The Red Triangle jumps the ball as it scrapes the floor 
underfoot. Now, he closes in...

Big Soldier has no time to recover the weight. His sickle 
blocks the incoming sword from the Red Triangle’s right-
hand, leaving himself open for the other blade...

The Red Triangle drives his weapon into the gap between 
breastplate and arm.

Big Soldier falls back, crawls away. His right arm is 
dead and can’t lift the chain.

Mustering a final effort, he swipes with the sickle. The 
Red Triangle dodges and takes out Big Soldier’s leg.

Jetta rings a gong.

The Red Triangle steps back from his opponent.

JETTA
Return in peace, Red Triangle.

The Red Triangle bows.

Bleeding, Big Soldier props himself up with his good arm.

BIG SOLDIER
Please ... finish it.

The Red Triangle beheads Big Soldier cleanly.
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The hall doors are pushed open. Everyone moves for the 
Red Triangle.

The warrior turns back and bows his head to Nisansela.

Nisansela tips her head in response.

INT. HALLWAY/NISANSELA’S QUARTERS - NIGHT

Akerra arrives at Nisansela’s door. Hearing voices 
inside, he backs away. Then he recognises a male voice.

Akerra checks that his sword is concealed and knocks.

Ren answers.

REN
The king of servants.

NISANSELA
Come in, Akerra.

REN
Your Grace.

Ren lets Akerra pass. Nisansela is slumped against her 
bed, a wine cup in her lap. She is clearly tipsy.

NISANSELA
Fix the candles.

Akerra busies himself with relighting candles but keeps 
an eye on Nisansela.

Ren analyses Akerra’s every move.

REN
I’m told the Silawai built this 
fortress we inhabit.

NISANSELA
They once reigned supreme.

REN
Look where they are now.

Ren flicks his cup to get Akerra’s attention and gestures 
for a top-up.

Akerra obliges.

REN
Where do you keep my sword?

NISANSELA
It hangs in the ancestral hall, 
awaiting its place in my tomb.
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REN
What good will it do you then?

NISANSELA
It protects my soul for eternity.

REN
Do you believe that?

NISANSELA
(a forced smile)

It’s the gesture that’s important.

Ren smiles, places his half-empty cup on a table.

REN
(to Akerra)

Take this when you go. Good night, 
My Lady.

NISANSELA
Good night.

As the door closes, Nisansela drops her act.

AKERRA
If there’s nothing else ...

NISANSELA
Your wife can’t wait a few 
minutes?

Akerra cleans plates from a nearby table.

NISANSELA
Servants usually bring their 
families under our roof.

Nisansela seems agitated. She picks up a candle. Her hand 
flirts just above the flame.

NISANSELA
Maybe you don’t want her eyes on you.

AKERRA
You’ll burn yourself.

(off her look)
You asked me to protect you.

NISANSELA
Not from myself.

Akerra checks the remaining wine in a carafe.

NISANSELA
I’m more sober than I let on.
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AKERRA
He’s smarter than he lets on.

Nisansela goes back to burning her hand.

Akerra grabs a candle of his own and does the same.

Nisansela jumps up and snatches his candle.

NISANSELA
Don’t be stupid.

(dizzy)
You made me get up too quickly.

Nisansela slumps on the bed.

NISANSELA
Shoes.

Akerra removes her shoes.

NISANSELA
Be careful around him.

AKERRA
I will.

NISANSELA
Spinning...

Nisansela plants her foot on his thigh. Akerra fights 
arousal. He hoists her legs onto the bed, catching a 
glimpse up her dress.

Akerra moves candles to the window sill.

NISANSELA
Kill them. Never light candles by 
the window.

AKERRA
Yes, My Lady.

NISANSELA
It’s not what you think. My 
father’s the superstitious one. 
Not me. I’m practical.

Akerra blows out the candles.

NISANSELA
I know why you challenged the Red 
Triangle. You think my father 
would care if you’d fought and 
died today?
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AKERRA
Until I prove myself to him, I 
remain a disgrace.

NISANSELA
Not to me, Akerra. 

(falling asleep)
I wish that mattered to you.

Akerra, grateful, is about to speak but-

NISANSELA
My hand hurts.

They both laugh.

EXT. RIVER - NIGHT

Akerra hides the sword in the log. He adjusts his kimono 
and heads towards the shack he shares with Tahvi.

Hidden among the dark trees, Ren watches.

INT. WOODLAND SHACK - NIGHT

Akerra and Tahvi lie together under a tattered blanket on 
the floor. 

Tahvi shivers and cuddles up to Akerra.

TAHVI
It’s odd that, out of all those 
servants, she chose you.

AKERRA
Novelty, I’m sure.

TAHVI
No. You’re useful to her. In what 
way, I’m not sure yet.

AKERRA
I make tea and fold napkins all 
day. If she has plans, she’s 
keeping them quiet.

Tahvi lays her hand on his chest.

TAHVI
Nevertheless, be wary of her.

Her hand moves under the blanket.

TAHVI
Now, serve me.
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AKERRA
Are you sure?

TAHVI
(kissing him)

Does my hand feel unsure?

Akerra debates this in his head.

AKERRA
Tahvi-

TAHVI
I have a good feeling.

AKERRA
We got lucky.

TAHVI
It can happen again, Akerra. Don’t 
be afraid.

AKERRA
You didn’t bury the others.

Akerra immediately regrets what he said. Tahvi’s 
affection turns to stone.

TAHVI
After the first one ... I wanted 
to join him in the ground.

AKERRA
Tahvi-

TAHVI
And after our second ... I even 
tried.

Akerra drowns in guilt.

TAHVI
I was ashamed to tell you. As I 
held the knife over my wrist, I 
suddenly felt like a coward. That 
made me angry. So, I decided I’d 
never again flirt with death. 
Never let despair win. Instead, 
I’d endure. No matter how many 
children we lose. The next summer, 
Kiva came to us.

Akerra reaches for Tahvi.

TAHVI
You must be tired after folding 
all those napkins.
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Tahvi rolls away, dragging the blanket with her.

Akerra leaves Tahvi alone. He checks on Kiva, asleep in 
her basket next to them. She snores a little and Akerra’s 
face softens.

EXT. RIVER - DAWN

Akerra reaches into the log, feels around for the sword.

REN (O.C.)
How did Silawai kings punish 
thieves?

Akerra swallows back terror. Emerging from a wall of 
morning fog, a dozen falcon guards surround him.

REN
Let me show you what we do.

The guards seize Akerra, stretching his arm over the log. 

Borlus lingers among them.

Ren draws his sword. Akerra fights, but can’t move.

REN
Keep his arm straight. If you let 
him struggle, it’ll be messy.

Ren aims his sword over Akerra’s wrist.

REN
Maybe you didn’t steal it. Maybe 
it was a gift.

Akerra’s feet dig in the dirt as he struggles.

REN
Answer truly and you keep your 
hand. Are you a thief? Or are you 
more than her servant?

AKERRA
The sword’s wasted on you. It 
should be mine.

REN
Then you stole it?

Akerra keeps struggling.

REN
Ask yourself, Akerra, would she 
sacrifice her hand for you?

Akerra clams up.
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REN
You’re far too honourable to be a 
thief.

(raising his sword)
She gave it to you.

AKERRA
Go ahead and make me a cripple. 
Give yourself a sporting chance. 
It’s the only way you’ll ever beat 
me. That’s why your father stopped 
you. Even with a wooden sword I 
would have killed you.

The soldiers force Akerra’s head down.

AKERRA
When he hears you needed this much 
help against me, what will he say? 
What will he say, Ren?

REN
What he always says. That I’m 
unworthy.

Ren swings-

Borlus catches Ren’s wrist in time.

BORLUS
My father was the same.

(resisting Ren)
Torturing a fool impresses no one. 
Kill a worthy opponent. A warrior. 
That’s what all fathers want.

Ren eases up.

EXT. FORT GATES/ENTRANCE - DAY

Ren kicks Akerra through the fort gate at the height of 
morning activity. Hanging from Akerra’s neck, a sword 
dangles in its sheath. Akerra’s white kimono is smeared 
with the word “King”.

Children laugh and point. Among the peasants trading 
goods, Tahvi spots Akerra passing. He can’t bear to meet 
her eyes.

Ren marches Akerra to the fort entrance, takes the sword 
from around Akerra’s neck and shoves it into his hand.

REN
Go and protect your Lady.
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INT. SERVANT'S QUARTERS - A SHORT TIME LATER

Akerra throws the stained clothes. He sorts through 
women’s kimonos, picking out the plainest looking floral 
design. He throws it on, stewing on a thought.

Akerra snatches up the sword.

INT. HALLWAY/NISANSELA’S QUARTERS - DAY

Carrying tea and cups, Akerra knocks on Nisansela’s door.

Nisansela answers. She looks him over in his floral 
kimono. The look on his face tells the story.

She opens the door wider to reveal Jetta and Gedren 
inside. They ignore Akerra.

NISANSELA
Just put it there.

Eyes only for Jetta, Akerra deliberately bangs his 
concealed sword against the door frame to draw attention.

JETTA
The forest-born king.

Akerra places the tray of tea on a side table.

NISANSELA
(claps)

Akerra, present yourself to my 
father. Lord Jetta.

AKERRA
(bows)

My Lord.

JETTA
Challenging a Red Triangle is 
quite a gesture.

(regards his attire)
I’m sure your intent was not to 
mock me.

AKERRA
I wanted him to know that even a 
lowly servant is prepared to face 
him in your honour.

Akerra reveals the sword under his kimono. The air is 
sucked out of the room.

Gedren blocks the space between Akerra and Jetta.
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JETTA
Servants are forbidden from 
weapons. The penalty is death.

AKERRA
Lord Ren insisted. I’m under 
orders to protect Lady Nisansela.

NISANSELA
(horrified)

Ren is not your master. I am.

AKERRA
Forgive me. I assumed he told you, 
My Lady.

Gedren is suspicious.

JETTA
Give it to me.

Jetta takes the sword. Unsheathes it. Looks it over.

JETTA
Your people’s odd markings on the 
blade. Silawai weapons were 
legendary. It’s said they were 
sharp enough to cut through 
shields.

AKERRA
Lord Ren had it forged for me this 
morning.

Jetta drags the blade across his palm, causing no damage.

JETTA
He made you a toy.

(to Gedren)
Is this how your son intends to 
protect my legacy?

GEDREN
Ren clearly has no intention of 
sharing his duty with this coward.

Jetta is less than satisfied.

JETTA
You’re no fool. You endure his 
humiliation.

AKERRA
For Lady Nisansela.

JETTA
Maybe the servant has honour.
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Akerra enjoys a small victory.

NISANSELA
Fetch the tea, Akerra.

Akerra returns with the tray he was carrying. Jetta 
smiles at him, but it lacks warmth.

JETTA
You prepared this?

AKERRA
Yes, My Lord.

JETTA
Pour a cup.

Akerra obeys, offers the tea to Jetta, who chuckles.

JETTA
Why are you giving it to me? 
Drink.

Akerra drinks. Jetta studies him.

JETTA
Finish it.

Nisansela stares at her feet. Gedren keeps an eye on her.

Jetta knocks the cup out of Akerra’s fingers. He grabs 
hold of Akerra’s face, forcing him to kneel.

JETTA
When my ancestors took this 
castle, the defending soldiers 
fled. There was no battle. No 
siege. As my ancestors swarmed the 
halls, do you know what the 
remaining servants did?

AKERRA
No, My Lord.

Jetta pulls the skin under Akerra’s eyes, inspecting his 
pupils.

JETTA
Rather than serve a rival warlord, 
they poisoned their own tea.

AKERRA
They had honour.

JETTA
Indeed. But, like you, they were 
too proud for their own good.

(MORE)
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(shoving Akerra away)
Get fresh cups.

INT. SERVANT’S QUARTERS - LATER

Akerra is surrounded by women’s kimonos, hanging like 
colourful skins. He takes a deep breath, unhooks the 
sword from his belt and looks at it solemnly. A knock at 
the door shatters the peace.

Akerra yanks it open, revealing Nisansela. Caught off-
guard, he backs into the room.

Nisansela closes the door behind her.

NISANSELA
Ren knows of our arrangement?

AKERRA
He suspects.

Nisansela absorbs the news.

NISANSELA
So you tried to gain favour by 
showing Ren to be cruel and 
uncaring. To my cruel and uncaring 
father.

AKERRA
I thought we both might benefit.

Nisansela tries to slap Akerra but he catches her wrist.

NISANSELA
Can’t you see that no one cares 
about honour?

AKERRA
(releases her)

Dethrandor does.

NISANSELA
And me? Gods don’t concern 
themselves with my honour. I’ve 
had to dig for it, only to watch 
it dissolve in my hands. I 
thought, with you by my side, I’d 
at least have a chance at dignity.

AKERRA
Forgive me. I know I’ve failed 
you.

NISANSELA
You’re the only person who’s ever 
shown me...

JETTA (CONT'D)
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Fighting emotions, Nisansela retreats to the door.

NISANSELA
I’ll marry Ren. I’ll bear a son. 
He’ll succeed my father. But for a 
brief time in my life, at least 
I’ll be loved.

She opens the door.

AKERRA
You already are.

Nisansela’s shoulders sag. She covers her face with her 
veil and turns back to him.

Akerra looks hopeful. They gaze at one another, desiring 
each other desperately.

NISANSELA
(tears threatening)

You were right, Akerra. I must not 
show weakness.

AKERRA
My Lady-

NISANSELA
You serve a new master now.

She closes the door on Akerra.

EXT. WOODLAND SHACK - NIGHT

Outside his home, Akerra steels himself before entering.

INT. WOODLAND SHACK - MOMENTS LATER

Tahvi is huddled by a fire with Kiva in her arms.

TAHVI
Ignores you, does she? Everyone 
talks of the proud slave. King of 
the servants. Carrying his sword.

AKERRA
She asked for help. I didn’t have 
a choice.

TAHVI
You think I’m spared from their 
laughter?

AKERRA
Should I have defied her? Refused 
to protect her?
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TAHVI
You should have kept your honour 
to yourself and poured the tea.

AKERRA
I deserve a warrior’s life!

TAHVI
You deserve nothing!

The rickety front door blows open. Akerra goes to fix it.

Kiva coughs and cries. Her infant lungs struggle to draw 
breath. Tahvi cradles her.

TAHVI
It’s the cold air.

AKERRA
Prop her up.

Akerra crushes a combination of leaves in his hand. He 
draws his fake sword, sprinkles the mixture on the blade 
and hovers it over the coals.

Tahvi tries her best to soothe Kiva.

Akerra massages the roasted leaves onto Kiva’s chest. 
Kiva’s coughing subsides.

TAHVI
We’ve dug enough small graves.

AKERRA
I won’t let that happen.

TAHVI
Stop toying with snakes, Akerra.

(indicates the sword 
in his hand)

Bury your pride. Be the servant. 
For us.

EXT. GUARD BARRACKS - NIGHT

Borlus holds a door open for Tahvi, who clutches Kiva.

BORLUS
(as they enter)

Sweet little one. Spared from her 
father’s looks, I see.

Borlus blocks Akerra from entering.

BORLUS
(quietly)

Next time I won’t stop them.
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Akerra nods. Borlus lets him pass.

INT. GUARD BARRACKS - NIGHT

A tiny storage room cluttered with armour and weapons.

Akerra checks on Kiva, asleep in her mother's arms and 
breathing fine. Mother and child enjoy the only blanket.

Akerra tries to curl up on the floor beside them but 
something digs into his hip - the toy sword.

EXT. RIVER - MIDNIGHT

Akerra runs his fingers over the poorly-etched Silawai 
characters on the blade - a mockery of the real thing.

He casts it into the water.

EXT. FIGHTING PEN - DAY

Akerra carries Ren’s armour and sword behind him.

REN
Hurry up.

Inside the fighting pen, falcon guards gather.

Ren leads Akerra into the middle.

REN
Go on.

Akerra hands Ren his armour and sword.

REN
No. Put it on me.

Borlus rolls his eyes at the demonstration.

Akerra straps Ren’s breastplate on him.

REN
(to the group)

Akerra was just a child when his 
slave masters threw him into a 
fighting pit. A lot like this one. 
How young were you?

Akerra ignores him.

REN
Your master asked you a question.
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AKERRA
I was about the age your father 
should’ve drowned you.

REN
(smiles)

You’ve come full circle.

CUT TO:

Akerra, face bloody, does his best to absorb body blows.

Spectating, Ren enjoys the show.

The soldier punching Akerra has had enough. He steps out, 
making way for Ren.

Akerra is shaky on his feet. Ren tests his balance, 
nudging him. Akerra springs to life, deflecting Ren’s 
hand and punching wildly.

Ren laughs, his lips bloody. He overpowers Akerra and 
kicks him into the crowd.

Borlus grabs Akerra, making a show of roughing him up.

BORLUS
(in Akerra’s ear)

Keep fighting and I’ll eventually 
have to hurt you.

Akerra gut punches Borlus.

AKERRA
Sorry.

BORLUS
(winded)

Didn’t feel it.

Ren shoves Borlus out of the way. Akerra takes a few 
hits, then socks Ren in the eye. Ren follows through with 
several body blows.

Soldiers tear Akerra away from Ren as he continues 
throwing punches.

Borlus brings Akerra to ground, pinning him.

BORLUS
Yield, Akerra!

AKERRA
You’re not hooking your feet 
again.

Akerra effortlessly flips Borlus’ over and gets him in a 
submission hold.
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BORLUS
Yield. Think of your daughter.

Akerra releases Borlus. He backs off and curls up in a 
ball as soldiers kick him mercilessly.

INT. DINING HALL - NIGHT

Wine glasses clatter on a shaking tray.

Bruised and barely standing, Akerra serves Ren and 
Nisansela as they dine at a large table.

Sporting a black eye and cut lip, Ren enjoys watching 
Akerra struggle to move.

Female servants linger, too afraid to intervene.

Akerra falters on his feet and collapses. Wine and glass 
goes everywhere.

The female servants look to Ren.

NISANSELA
Clean this and take him away!

Ren laughs hysterically, pouring his wine on the floor as 
servants bustle around.

INT. INFIRMARY - NIGHT

Akerra lies on a stone slab, patched up with bandages.

Sumi enters.

SUMI
Can you walk?

Akerra tries and fails. Sumi helps him onto his feet.

SUMI
Follow me.

Suspicious, Akerra weakly resists her.

SUMI
We servants have honour. You can 
trust me.

Akerra gestures for Sumi to lead the way.

INT. CRYPTS - NIGHT

Dark, subterranean corridors of tombs lit by torches. 
Sumi leans Akerra against a wall.
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SUMI
I’m forbidden from entering.

Akerra enters, passing statues of previous warlords.

Rounding a corner, he sees Nisansela and approaches her 
cautiously.

NISANSELA
No one but my father is allowed 
down here. And he fears the dead.

Nisansela gazes at one particular sarcophagus, whose 
stonework looks recent.

AKERRA
Your mother?

NISANSELA
Aside from being child-bearers, 
we’re seen as a weakness enemies 
can exploit. The assassin came 
from Lord Arkozi. I’d never seen 
my father cry. Didn’t know he was 
capable. Then his tears dried up 
forever. He didn’t want justice. 
He wanted the name Arkozi burned 
from history. But he needed help. 
He sought the ones even the 
warlords in the North fear.

AKERRA
The Red Triangle.

NISANSELA
But they wouldn’t help him fight a 
war. They’re survivors, like you. 
They did agree to find the 
assassin. I remember his body 
being paraded at the gate. Then my 
father summoned all his forces, 
left our home unguarded and rode 
for Lord Arkozi’s. Turns out he 
didn’t need help. Some of fort 
Arkozi remains. Things that 
wouldn’t burn. But you won’t hear 
the name Arkozi again. That’s what 
he did for her.

AKERRA
I’m going to kill Ren for you.

Nisansela moves in on Akerra. She’s hesitant, but then 
passion overwhelms her and they kiss.

She takes his hand, leading him down a passage.
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In the dim firelight, Nisansela’s eyes beckon, her lips 
redden with passion.

Akerra grabs her and they kiss fervently.

They drop to the ground. Nisansela puts his hand inside 
her kimono. They lock gazes. A brief moment of fear 
passes between them.

Akerra kisses her.

CUT TO:

They lie tangled in each other’s arms.

NISANSELA
I want to hear you say my name.

AKERRA
Nisansela.

She melts. Akerra smiles.

Akerra strokes an array of scars along her forearm.

NISANSELA
I’ve ruined a few white dresses. I 
was holding back. Cowardly, I 
know.

AKERRA
Wanting to live isn’t cowardly.

She runs her finger along the tattoo on his neck.

NISANSELA
How did you become free?

AKERRA
There was an older boy. Bigger. 
Stronger. We all looked up to him. 
Called him “Hero”. He escaped. A 
year went by, long enough to 
forget. But then Hero returned, 
with the Red Triangle clan behind 
him. They killed our masters.

NISANSELA
We’re both indebted to them.

On Akerra - he doesn’t feel the same.

NISANSELA
How are you going to free me, 
Akerra?
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AKERRA
He’ll go too far. He’ll give me no 
choice but to stand between you 
and him. And he’s too foolish to 
back down.

EXT. FIGHTING PEN - DAY

Akerra is armed with a bamboo sword.

Soldiers practice strike combinations on him. Each time, 
making more bruises on his arms.

With each attack, Akerra yields. Ignoring the attacks on 
his body, Akerra is fixated on Ren.

Ren chats with the soldiers, completely disinterested.

INT. NISANSELA’S QUARTERS - NIGHT

Nisansela sits on her bed, staring at the floor.

Borlus stands guard awkwardly, trying to give her some 
privacy.

The door opens, revealing Ren. Akerra is behind him.

Akerra and Nisansela meet eyes for a moment.

Ren blows her a kiss and pats Borlus on the shoulder. He 
leads Akerra away.

On Borlus - forcing a smile to cover the guilt.

Nisansela places a candle on the sill. She lights a 
second. Then a third.

She changes her mind and blows all three out.

INT. SERVANT’S QUARTERS - NIGHT

Akerra enters, battered and filthy. Suddenly on-guard 
when he sees-

Sumi cradling Kiva. No sign of Tahvi.

SUMI
Your wife wanted me to watch her.

She offers the baby to him.

Akerra takes Kiva in his bruised arms. Even her tiny 
weight hurts to lift. He’s clearly in pain, but Sumi 
keeps her distance.
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SUMI
She’s been asleep.

Sumi looks over his bruised body, clearly pities him.

SUMI
Your wife is a good woman.

Akerra looks at Sumi defensively.

Tahvi enters.

TAHVI
Thank you, Sumi.

Sumi exits.

AKERRA
Where were you?

TAHVI
You don’t want to hold her. I’ll 
take her.

Tahvi reaches, Akerra keeps the baby away from her.

AKERRA
Where were you?

TAHVI
The cleric examined me.

AKERRA
What’s wrong?

TAHVI
Suddenly you care?

AKERRA
When will you acknowledge that 
each one broke my heart too?

TAHVI
You needn’t worry. There’s no risk 
of it happening again. Kiva is all 
we’ll ever have.

Akerra hands Tahvi the baby.

Clutching Kiva, Tahvi allows herself to weep.

TAHVI
I’m grateful. The Gods blessed us 
with her. It’s enough for me.

Akerra puts an arm around his wife.
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INT. NISANSELA’S QUARTERS - MORNING

On her bed, Nisansela scratches paint from her toenails. 
Feeling queasy, she fights a surge from her stomach.

Borlus eyes her with concern from the door. Ren walks in.

REN
(to Borlus)

You can go.
(to Nisansela)

My Lady.

She ignores him. Ren closes the door.

REN
You hate me for keeping you under 
guard. But we all have a place. It 
took time but your Silawai dog has 
finally learned his.

Nisansela stops scratching.

REN
Shall we walk in the forest?

Nisansela nods.

Ren seems glad to have gotten through to her.

Nisansela grabs her bed pan and vomits into it.

REN
Bad wine?

On Nisansela - realising wine is not the cause. Her eyes 
dart as she strategises.

NISANSELA
I’m overdoing it lately.

REN
I’ll get a servant.

NISANSELA
I just need a moment.

REN
We’ll walk another day.

NISANSELA
Really, I’m fine now. I apologise 
for the sight.

REN
A wife needn’t be afraid of 
showing her husband vulnerability.
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Nisansela is dying inside.

NISANSELA
Ren. You deserve more than I’m 
giving. I know I’m retreating. 
Pushing you away even. Truthfully, 
I’m just afraid.

REN
Do I frighten you?

NISANSELA
I feel safe with you. I’m afraid 
you won’t love me.

REN
Did I not give you my sword? That 
was the truest gesture of love. I 
even forgave you for giving it to 
that unworthy pig. Is that not 
love?

NISANSELA
You’re kind. Can we begin again?

REN
If it pleases you.

NISANSELA
Visit me tonight. When I’ve 
cleaned myself up for you. Stay 
this time.

REN
Before we are wed?

NISANSELA
I’m too forward, aren’t I?

Ren moves in on her like a predator. He kisses her 
forehead, but it lacks any affection. More like a beast 
marking its territory.

REN
Do you think you can love me?

NISANSELA
Of course.

REN
I know it will take time. I don’t 
want us to be like other couples 
chosen by their fathers.

NISANSELA
(a feigned laugh)

No, that would be terrible.
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REN
It’s agreed then. We wait.

Ren backs away. Nisansela laughs nervously.

NISANSELA
You’re too chivalrous.

(undressing)
I belong to you now. But you won’t 
take me because of a duty to my 
father.

Ren finds the idea amusing.

REN
Believe me, he can’t wait until 
you’re someone else’s problem.

Nisansela is struck by the pain from this. She drops her 
dress, baring herself to Ren.

NISANSELA
Is this so much of a problem?

Old knife scars can be seen on various parts of 
Nisansela’s body. She covers some of them shyly, hoping 
he’ll focus on her breasts.

REN
Perhaps in the dark. So I won’t 
have to look at those.

Nisansela drops the act, gathers her dress up.

NISANSELA
Get out.

REN
You think you’re the one stepping 
down to be with me. You’re lucky. 
I could have any woman. Instead 
I’m saddled with this undesirable 
duty. And I won’t enter your 
disgusting, mutilated body until I 
have to.

Ren closes the door on Nisansela as the remains of her 
heart break.

INT. DINING HALL - NIGHT

Jetta eats, keeping an eye on his daughter opposite.

Nisansela absently fingers the knife beside her plate.

Gedren quietly eats.
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Ren sips his wine and clicks his fingers at Akerra, who 
pours a glass for Nisansela.

REN
(cutting meat)

They must beat it all day to get 
it so soft.

JETTA
No. The key is in the slaughter.

Akerra and Nisansela meet eyes. Doing everything possible 
to maintain their composure.

Gedren is aware of the exchange between them.

JETTA
Part of the animal’s soul remains 
in its meat. If it dies in 
distress, the meat is tough. You 
have to lure it into a sense of 
security. It mustn’t know your 
intention. Once it is calm, 
comfortable in your presence, only 
then do you slit the throat.

NISANSELA
It’s a mercy killing. Like 
smothering someone to spare them 
from a worse death.

JETTA
(to Ren)

She’s not usually so macabre. 
Though I admit, it’s my side she 
gets it from.

Jetta indicates a conspicuous empty chair.

JETTA
Her mother was lighter company.

A sombre mood descends.

REN
(toasting)

To Lady Jetta.

Gedren is mortified, but Jetta appreciates Ren’s gesture.

NISANSELA
She’s in the crypts if you want to 
visit her.

Jetta throws his full cup of wine over Nisansela, 
staining her white kimono red.

Wine drips from her face and hair onto the stone floor.
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Gedren is paralysed by duty.

NISANSELA
This was her dress.

Ren looks back and forth between father and daughter.

JETTA
Better ruined than seeing it worn 
by someone unworthy.

(to Ren)
My daughter has no sense of 
honour. You have your work cut out 
for you.

Gedren nudges a napkin towards Nisansela.

REN
She will learn, My Lord.

JETTA
My cup’s empty, Servant King.

Akerra pours Jetta’s wine. He spares a glance to 
Nisansela but she won’t meet his eyes.

INT. HALLWAY/NISANSELA'S QUARTERS - DAY

Ren leads Akerra to Nisansela’s door. 

REN
I can’t abide the crying. All day.

He stops Akerra from opening the door.

REN
If she’s happier, you’ll be too. 
Understand?

Ren opens the door to-

NISANSELA'S QUARTERS - CONTINUOUS

On Akerra - boiling with rage.

Nisansela has a rope around her neck, keeping her 
tethered to a bedpost.

Ren inspects Nisansela’s bruised neck. 

REN
These are healing. You’ve stopped 
hurting yourself. Good. I’ve 
brought you a reward. Akerra’s 
going to take you for a stroll.
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Akerra crouches beside her. Ren stands within reach.

Nisansela can see the protective rage in Akerra’s eyes.

NISANSELA
(whispered)

Akerra. Don’t.

Akerra works away at removing the rope from her neck.

REN
No, leave it on. Untie it from 
the bed.

Akerra bites down on his anger. He makes a fist. Checks 
with Nisansela. She shakes her head subtly to him.

Akerra’s gaze shifts to the window, where he sees- 

Three burning candles, melted all the way down.

EXT. SECLUDED WATERFALL - DAY

Nisansela stares at the waterfall. Akerra removes the 
rope from her neck.

NISANSELA
He’ll punish you.

AKERRA
You’re not a slave.

Akerra dumps the rope on the ground.

AKERRA
That was our chance. When your 
father sees you like this-

NISANSELA
He knows. He doesn’t care. I’m 
just here to make little boys.

Akerra holds her hand. She squeezes it, then lets go.

NISANSELA
I can’t hide this any longer. 
They’ll work it out. And they’ll 
kill you.

Nisansela cradles her stomach.

Akerra realises what she’s hinting. Takes a moment to 
absorb it.

NISANSELA
I’ve tried everything. Wine. Salt 
water. Punching myself. 

(MORE)
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I have bruises...
(tears forming)

But no blood. Must be a survivor, 
like the father.

Akerra moves to embrace her, but she steps away.

AKERRA
You shouldn’t bear this alone.

NISANSELA
It’s too late.

Nisansela goes silent. So do the birds in the trees.

Alerted, Akerra scans the forest around them.

Nisansela removes Ren’s bracelet and tosses it in the 
water.

NISANSELA
Those boys you killed in the pits, 
the lucky ones, you called them. I 
understand that now.

AKERRA
Nisansela.

Nisansela is struck by an arrow through the chest. She 
falls into Akerra’s arms.

AKERRA
Nisansela!!

Akerra drags her onto the bank. Cradles her. She’s 
bleeding out.

Frantic, Akerra looks about for any sign of the assassin.

NISANSELA
Akerra.

(touches his face)
Die with me.

Akerra, tears brimming. Hears the metallic scrape of a 
sword being drawn.

Nisansela’s eyes close for the last time.

VOICE (O.S.)
It’s what she wanted.

Akerra turns to face Nisansela’s killer-

The Red Triangle warrior.

AKERRA
The candles. It was a signal.

NISANSELA (CONT'D)
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RED TRIANGLE
She lived a slave longer than you.

AKERRA
You should have saved her.

RED TRIANGLE
She refused.

AKERRA
Where is your honour?

RED TRIANGLE
She chose death. I honoured that 
wish. You may join her as she 
wished.

The Red Triangle readies his sword for a killing blow.

RED TRIANGLE
Live or die. Decide.

Akerra bows his head, ashamed.

AKERRA
Live.

The Red Triangle backs away. A moment later, he’s gone.

Sobbing, Akerra tries to lift Nisansela, but her dead 
weight and his grief drags him down.

Akerra staggers to his feet, carrying Nisansela towards 
the fort.

INT. GREAT HALL - LATER

On his knees, Akerra is flanked by Ren and two guards. 
His kimono is stained with Nisansela’s blood.

On his throne, Jetta inspects the arrow used to kill 
Nisansela. Gedren is by his side.

Borlus holds Tahvi under guard.

Jetta is fixated on the distinctive murder weapon.

JETTA
Lord Hamza.

GEDREN
Why let the Silawai live?

JETTA
To bring back the message. He 
wants to draw us into war.
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Jetta is a touch fearful.

JETTA
If the Red Triangle are allied 
with him...

GEDREN
(whispered privately)

My Lord, she was the last of your 
family.

JETTA
She’ll be mourned.

GEDREN
How will it look if we do nothing?

JETTA
I won’t be goaded into raising an 
army against the Red Triangle. 
That’s what Hamza wants.

Gedren descends the steps to the throne. Holds his sword 
against Akerra’s neck.

Tahvi looks away.

JETTA
Final words?

AKERRA
You can settle this without going 
to war.

Jetta leans forward, indulging Akerra.

AKERRA
Let me challenge the Red Triangle 
to a duel.

Ren scoffs.

AKERRA
If I win, Hamza will know he can 
never defeat House Jetta, no 
matter his allies. If I lose, Lady 
Nisansela’s honour will have been 
defended. And you won’t have 
wasted a single good man.

JETTA
You should have done your duty and 
died protecting her.

AKERRA
The Red Triangle don’t fight 
unarmed men. Please. Give me the 
chance to avenge her.
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REN
You were lovers. Weren’t you?

Akerra looks at Tahvi. He nods.

Borlus subtly buries his face in his hand.

REN
Maybe you should give his wife the 
sword.

JETTA
Another word and I’ll cut out your 
tongue.

Ren smiles at Tahvi.

JETTA
(to Akerra)

You? No. She rejected you and you 
murdered her. Somehow.

Jetta nods to Gedren, about to decapitate Akerra.

AKERRA
She was pregnant.

Jetta and Gedren look to Ren, who shakes his head.

AKERRA
I have no honour left to salvage.

Tahvi dies inside.

AKERRA
But Lady Nisansela was your child, 
carrying ... my child. Dethrandor 
demands we avenge our children. Or 
we’ll both be condemned as 
cowards.

Jetta sits back in his throne.

JETTA
Take the servant king to a cell.

INT. DUNGEON - NIGHT

Akerra is in chains. Borlus brings Tahvi to the cell.

BORLUS
I’ll be ah ... just outside.

Borlus retreats quickly.

Tahvi and Akerra talk through iron bars.
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TAHVI
(at his bloody 
clothes)

Is any of that yours?

AKERRA
No.

TAHVI
Here.

Tahvi pushes a blanket through the bars.

TAHVI
I’m always stealing it from you 
anyway.

AKERRA
You don’t owe me ... a visit.

TAHVI
I’m here because you’re my 
husband. And because I was stupid 
enough to love you.

AKERRA
Tahvi. You’ve known for years.

TAHVI
Why humiliate me with this 
marriage?

AKERRA
Your father carried me half dead 
out of the forest, cut my 
shackles, gave me a place to live-

TAHVI
I’m not your debt. You could have 
left after he drank himself into 
the ground.

AKERRA
I wanted so much to love you back. 
And then Kiva...

TAHVI
She took her first step today. She 
was trying to reach for one of 
your kimonos.

Tears well in Akerra’s eyes.

TAHVI
One day, I will tell our daughter 
that you were a good man. Because 
you were once. But I can never 
forgive you.
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Tahvi leaves.

Akerra reaches through the bars, but his wife is gone.

INT. GREAT HALL - NIGHT

Jetta twirls the broken arrow in his fingers.

A CLERIC, 40s, enters with bloodied hands.

CLERIC
A foetus. About twelve weeks old.

JETTA
A son?

CLERIC
He would have been worthy of your 
name. I am sorry, My Lord.

Jetta turns his face, hiding his tears.

JETTA
(shaken)

That will be all.

INT. DUNGEON - NIGHT

The cell door is wrenched open, startling Akerra.

Jetta and Gedren stand over him.

GEDREN
On your knees.

Akerra complies.

JETTA
You think she loved you? She just 
hated herself enough to spread her 
legs for you.

Akerra closes his eyes, believes his time is up.

JETTA
She was weak. But she was my blood 
and deserves to be avenged. Gedren 
will escort you to the Red 
Triangle temple.

AKERRA
I will honour you.

JETTA
Return with his head. Then I will 
return your wife and child. 

(MORE)
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They belong to me until justice is 
served.

Akerra turns pale.

JETTA
If you die, they will live and die 
as my slaves. Think of that when 
you face the Red Triangle. It’s my 
honour you fight for. Not your 
chance for a good death and a seat 
at the Great Table.

Akerra places his forehead on the stone floor. Terror in 
his eyes.

AKERRA
Yes, My Lord.

JETTA
Bring back my daughter’s killer.

Jetta and Gedren exit, leaving the cell door open.

Akerra buries his face in his hands.

EXT. FORT GATES - DAWN

Gedren and Ren face one another. Ren is clearly unhappy.

GEDREN
I need you here representing me.

REN
I want to watch.

GEDREN
What’s more important to you? 
Spectating a fool’s death or 
honouring your father?

Ren backs down. Gedren grabs him roughly but affectionately.

GEDREN
This is your chance.

REN
I won’t fail you.

Gedren is pleased.

CUT TO:

Borlus and another soldier, JANNON, late 20s, exit the 
fort on horseback.

JETTA (CONT'D)
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Following, Gedren holds a rope tied to Akerra’s bound 
wrists. Akerra walks behind Gedren’s horse.

Akerra looks back through the gates.

Ren stares back coldly.

INT. RED TRIANGLE TEMPLE - NIGHT

A flame cuts through the dark. A STEWARD, 70, lights the 
way for Gedren, Borlus and Jannon.

They enter a large, dim hall. Menacing stonework abounds. 
Flames illuminate a floor stained by centuries of blood.

A masked figure is seated on a throne at the far end, 
watching. He is the “First Blade” of the Red Triangle.

Gedren, Borlus and Jannon stand to one side. The steward 
leads Akerra to within twenty paces of the throne.

The steward bows. His torch reveals a LINE OF RED 
TRIANGLE WARRIORS in what was moments earlier, darkness.

Borlus and Jannon exchange uneasy looks.

Akerra scans the warriors - Identical masks make them 
impossible to differentiate.

Gedren, Borlus and Jannon bow. Akerra doesn’t.

AKERRA
You know why I’m here.

FIRST BLADE
The falcon wants revenge for his 
daughter. So he sends her 
chambermaid.

Akerra takes a step. Swords instantly block his path.

AKERRA
I come to reclaim her honour.

FIRST BLADE
Is it hers you came for?

AKERRA
I have the right to avenge her. Do 
you deny that?

FIRST BLADE
She would.

AKERRA
She’s not here to argue.
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FIRST BLADE
Go and face your death. There’s no 
honour for you here.

AKERRA
Refuse me and Lord Jetta will 
crush you.

Akerra eyeballs the First Blade through a lattice of swords.

The Red Triangle leader holds up his hand and the blades 
withdraw.

FIRST BLADE
For her, he would not risk one 
soldier.

Akerra is seized and thrown at Gedren’s feet.

AKERRA
(resisting)

Cowards! Fight me!

From the shadows, a small dart digs into Akerra’s arm. He 
grabs at it. Akerra’s legs give way - he’s paralysed.

RED TRIANGLE
Take him.

AKERRA
N ... N ...

The warriors retreat into the gloom. Gedren and Borlus 
drag Akerra out.

EXT. FOREST - DUSK

Akerra lies on his side, staring at a fire. His hands are 
bound behind him.

Gedren and Jannon prepare a camp.

Borlus helps Akerra sit up.

AKERRA
I’m going back.

BORLUS
You think I’ll let you go?

AKERRA
You won’t have to.

BORLUS
We’ll hunt you down. I’ll have to 
kill you. Please, Akerra-
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AKERRA
I’m going back.

BORLUS
They refused you out of mercy.

AKERRA
They’re just men. They breathe, 
they tire and they make mistakes.

BORLUS
You won’t win. Come back and die 
with honour. It won’t be so bad. 
Lord Jetta will make it quick. Do 
it for your wife and child.

AKERRA
He won’t free them unless I win.

BORLUS
Don’t burden me with your guilt.

Borlus puts a cloth in Akerra’s mouth, silencing him.

BORLUS
I can’t help you, Akerra. I’m 
sorry. This is your doing.

Akerra screams through the cloth as Borlus secures it 
with a rope around his head.

EXT. FOREST/ROAD - DAY

Akerra, still gagged, rocks back and forth on the back of 
Gedren’s horse.

Borlus and Jannon bring up the rear.

Akerra looks into the trees, peeks back at Borlus.

Borlus eyes Akerra with a warning: “no”.

Akerra turns back to face the front. Then-

Kicks the horse, spurring it into a gallop. Gedren lets 
go of Akerra’s leash to pull back on the reins.

Akerra rolls off the back of the horse. Landing 
awkwardly, he skids down a slope between trees.

BORLUS
Akerra!

GEDREN
(dismounting)

It’s too steep. Leave the horses!
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Gedren unhooks a crossbow from his saddle.

CUT TO:

Akerra crashes through foliage.

Ducking behind a tree, Akerra contorts himself to bring 
his bound hands in front. He removes the gag from his 
mouth. Hearing his pursuers close by, he pushes on.

Jannon moves awkwardly through the forest.

Hidden in the undergrowth, Akerra watches him.

GEDREN (O.S.)
(distant)

Don’t underestimate him.

Akerra leaps up, uses the rope leash to choke Jannon.

Akerra uses Jannon’s sword to cut his binds.

CUT TO:

Gedren, stalking, cranks the cable on his crossbow.

GEDREN
Come out, you little bastard.

CUT TO:

Peeking around a tree, Akerra spots the horses waiting at 
the road.

He breaks cover and runs for them.

Gedren clocks Akerra, jams the crossbow against his 
shoulder and fires.

Struck by the bolt, Akerra drops.

Scrambling for cover, Akerra reaches for his side. Blood 
on his fingers. He grimaces, gets to his feet, face to 
face with-

Borlus, stuck between Akerra and the horses. Neither one 
knows what to do.

BORLUS
Ah...

Akerra runs the other way. Borlus gives chase.

Bracing himself against a tree, Akerra hears a river 
nearby. The best chance of escape.

Akerra stumbles into a glade, skids to a halt, slipping 
on muddy ground just as-
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Gedren FIRES.

The slip saves Akerra. The bolt hits a tree.

With no time to reload, Gedren draws his sword.

Akerra draws.

Gedren strikes. Akerra ducks, stabs toward a gap in the 
older man’s defence.

Gedren expertly avoids the blade and backs away.

GEDREN
You serve nothing and no one but 
yourself. I saw it, The Red 
Triangle saw it. Even Lady 
Nisansela saw it in the end.

Akerra attacks furiously, taking out Gedren’s knee and 
almost slicing off a hand.

Gedren is on his knees, bleeding. His sword in the mud.

GEDREN
Hoping I’ll beg for a good death?

AKERRA
I never wished to face you.

Gedren spits at Akerra’s feet.

GEDREN
Wishing is for the weak.

Akerra decapitates Gedren. He turns to meet-

Borlus, sword drawn, eyes wide.

AKERRA
I won’t return without his head.

BORLUS
I won’t return without you.

Borlus advances cautiously, respecting his enemy.

BORLUS
I’ve been practising.

They circle one another, their footing unsteady in the mud.

AKERRA
I can see. Your guard is better.

Akerra attacks, but the exertion takes its toll on his 
injured side.
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Borlus parries. Avoiding death, Akerra tackles Borlus. 

They grapple desperately in the mud, throwing punches, 
clawing at one another.

Akerra breaks free a moment, just enough time to roll 
away and grab his sword.

Borlus recovers, but his sword is out of reach. He 
punches the dirt.

AKERRA
On your knees!

Borlus complies, awaiting his fate.

Akerra winces at the pain in his side.

AKERRA
If I flee, you’ll just follow.

BORLUS
It’s my duty, Akerra.

AKERRA
(checks his wound)

I can’t outrun you.

Borlus bows his head, ready for death.

BORLUS
Do you think there’s a seat at the 
Great Table for me?

Akerra raises the sword.

AKERRA
If good men sit there.

Borlus shuts his eyes tight.

Akerra swings down.

EXT. FOREST/ROAD - DAY

Dressed in falcon armour, Akerra stumbles onto the road. 
His kimono, now a makeshift sack, houses a severed head.

The horses are still lingering.

Akerra heaves himself into one of the saddles. He holds 
his breath, easing the breastplate up-

The crossbow bolt protrudes below his ribs. Blood leaks 
onto the road.

Akerra spurs the horse on.
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EXT. FOREST - DAY

The horse splashes through a river. Hunched over, Akerra 
clings to the mane.

EXT. FOREST - AFTERNOON

Off-road now, deep in the woods, Akerra hitches the horse 
to a tree. Sickly pale, he rummages through the saddlebag 
for flint and tinder.

CUT TO:

Akerra snaps herbs from a bush and sniffs them.

CUT TO:

Akerra breathes a campfire to life.

He unlatches the breastplate, peeling it off to expose 
his wound.

He sucks in a breath, grips the feathered bolt and tugs.

Blinding pain. Tears rolling, he drags the shaft free.

Akerra packs the wound with strips of his kimono.

He gathers the herbs.

Nearly blacking out, Akerra’s shaking hand fumbles the 
herbs and they fall into the fire.

AKERRA
No!

Akerra reaches after them. Burns his fingers. The herbs 
are up in smoke.

Akerra peels back the dressing. The wound bleeds freely. 
He doesn’t have long unless...

Akerra reaches for the sword. He places the tip of the 
blade in the coals. Watching it turn red, he manoeuvres 
himself closer to the fire.

Akerra withdraws the hot blade, unravels his bindings, 
bites down on the rope, steels himself...

Akerra’s HOWL OF AGONY echoes through the trees.

Akerra checks his wound. Not done. He shoves the blade 
back in the fire.

Panting, sweating, Akerra prepares himself. He brings the 
red hot blade close to his side.
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AKERRA
Dethrandor, give me strength. 
Don’t abandon me, please.

Akerra puts the rope between his teeth again. Tears 
flowing, Akerra shuts his eyes and-

-jams the blade against the wound, cauterising it.

And passes out.

EXT. DESERT - DAY

Akerra wakes up on shimmering sand. Confused, he gets to 
his feet.

On all sides, endless desert. Azure sky above.

Akerra wheels around and is met by a large banquet table - 
the Great Table.

The wood has split and decayed. Some of it collapsed. 
Rusted goblets lay scattered. Most of the chairs have 
tipped over.

Seated at the head, a FIGURE, obscured by heat shimmer.

Akerra approaches the table.

The wind picks up. One of the remaining chairs keels 
over, CRACKING on the sand...

EXT. FOREST - NIGHT

Akerra is startled awake. His campfire has died.

He tries to move, then lies back down a moment. He sucks 
in a few breaths, then crawls towards the horse.

He unties the hitch. Grips the stirrup, uses it to hoist 
himself to his feet. He climbs gingerly into the saddle.

Akerra pats a “thank you” on the horse’s neck. Then, 
spurs it forward.

Watching from the shadows - the Red Triangle who killed 
Nisansela.

INT. RED TRIANGLE TEMPLE - NIGHT

Akerra shuffles behind the steward.

Dragging along the floor behind him, his kimono 
transporting the severed head.
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The First Blade watches Akerra approach and, this time, bow.

The Red Triangle who studied Akerra in the forest pays 
close attention.

AKERRA
I restate my challenge.

There is a pause as the warriors assess the situation.

AKERRA
Send your champion.

Nisansela’s killer steps out of the ranks and kneels to 
the First Blade, his back to Akerra.

AKERRA
Face me.

No answer.

Feeling mocked, Akerra draws his sword.

FIRST BLADE
He’s waiting.

AKERRA
For me to strike?

RED TRIANGLE
For permission.

The First Blade nods approval.

FIRST BLADE
You face each other at dusk 
tomorrow.

AKERRA
No. We have to do this now.

Akerra is unsteady, barely able to lift his sword.

RED TRIANGLE
I won’t fight a wounded man.

AKERRA
You don’t have a choice.

Akerra attacks. The Red Triangle deflects the blade, 
bringing Akerra to ground in one move.

Akerra recovers. A sword appears at his throat. It’s the 
First Blade’s.

FIRST BLADE
Yield. Or die.
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Akerra lies back down.

EXT. FOREST/ROAD - NIGHT

Borlus, alive, groggy, rubs the back of his head. He 
approaches the two remaining horses.

CUT TO:

In the saddle now, Borlus holds a burning torch. He turns 
his horse, about to leave when he sees-

On the road - Akerra’s blood, trailing away from him.

He checks the road behind him. Then looks back in the 
direction Akerra’s blood leads.

INT. RED TRIANGLE TEMPLE - NIGHT

Akerra, asleep on a bed. His wound is freshly bandaged.

His eyes move behind their lids as he dreams...

EXT. DESERT - DAY

Akerra approaches the Great Table, stepping over the 
toppled chairs.

The figure at the table is revealed- 

A tall, samurai-like warrior. His armour, dusty and 
rusted over centuries.

The design of the iron helm covering his face has clearly 
been emulated by the Red Triangle. Though there are no 
eyes peeking out. There’s no sense of vitality or 
humanity from him. He may as well be a ghost.

Akerra kneels.

AKERRA
Lord Dethrandor.

Dethrandor gestures for Akerra to rise.

On the table, an ornate WOODEN BOX.

Akerra carefully lifts the lid. Inside the box, the 
unmistakeable Red Triangle knife - the Dyuss blade.

INT. GREAT HALL - NIGHT

Ren - tears of rage fill his eyes as he kneels.
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Jetta hands him Gedren’s sword. Ren treats it with utmost 
care and reverence.

The falcon guards gather behind Ren.

JETTA
May you serve as your father did.

Ren singles out Borlus, who shies away at the attention.

Ren salutes Borlus with Gedren’s sword.

REN
I can never repay you for this.

BORLUS
There’s no need.

Ren puts a hand on Borlus’ shoulder.

REN
Walk with me.

EXT. GARDEN - A SHORT TIME LATER

Ren opens a door onto a garden.

REN
Go on.

On Borlus - Curious. His face is lit by orange firelight.

INT. HALLWAY/LORD JETTA’S QUARTERS - NIGHT

Tea cups on a tray quiver.

Tahvi, terrified, is now a servant. She balances the tea 
and knocks on a door.

INT. LORD JETTA’S QUARTERS - A SHORT TIME LATER

Jetta studies Tahvi’s face as she drinks the tea. She 
shrinks back as he forces her to look at him.

JETTA
You remind me of my queen.

Scared out of her mind, Tahvi loosens her kimono. 
Stretches apart the fabric covering her.

INT. RED TRIANGLE TEMPLE - DAY

Akerra sponges his patched-up wound with water. The skin 
around the seal is burnt and tender. 
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It’s been sewn shut and cleaned by a skilled hand. He 
tests it, lifting his arm. A tiny grimace, but not the 
agony he expected.

A curtain flaps open as two Red Triangle pass, dragging 
someone between them.

Akerra gets up to investigate but his leg is held back by 
a chain tethered to the wall.

Akerra strains to peer through the gap in the curtain.

A PRISONER, late 30s, kneels at the First Blade’s feet.

The prisoner is a muscular, tough-looking barbarian. 
Bound and gagged, he doesn’t seem intimidated.

RED TRIANGLE #1
A former Serpent Guard of Lord 
Hamza. He murdered his superior. 
Then broke out of custody, killed 
six men before they subdued him.

RED TRIANGLE #2
Lord Hamza respects his ... 
Spirit. Offered a small fortune, 
requesting a warrior’s death.

The First Blade reveals the sacred knife on his hip.

FIRST BLADE
If the Dyuss blade is drawn from 
its sheath, it must taste blood.

The prisoner smiles proudly through his gag. The same 
smile you’d expect if he was stabbing you, or worse.

The First Blade draws his Dyuss blade.

FIRST BLADE
Dying by its edge is the highest 
honour, granting you a seat at the 
Great Table.

The First Blade issues a small cut on his own hand.

FIRST BLADE
A privilege for warriors, not 
indiscriminate killers.

The First Blade catches Akerra watching.

Akerra backs away.

FIRST BLADE
Give Lord Hamza his fortune back.

The warriors drag the prisoner away.
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The First Blade steps through the curtains.

FIRST BLADE
Your wound?

AKERRA
I can fight.

Akerra lifts his chained leg pointedly.

FIRST BLADE
You wander in your sleep.

AKERRA
I was in the desert.

This gets the First Blade’s attention.

AKERRA
I saw the Great Table. I saw him.

FIRST BLADE
Fight well and he may take pity.

AKERRA
(regarding his wound)

Do I have your pity to thank for 
this?

FIRST BLADE
You should die on your feet. Not 
your knees.

AKERRA
You think you freed me when you 
killed my masters. You and all 
your brave warriors left me behind 
to burn with the dead. I waited 
for you. Cried out for days. Until 
I realised. I wasn’t worth coming 
back for.

FIRST BLADE
We saved every child we could.

AKERRA
You knew we were there. For years. 
Yet you did nothing.

FIRST BLADE
We’ve not endured the ages by 
fighting wars, or trying to right 
every wrong in the world.

AKERRA
That’s why the Great Table is 
empty.
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Akerra senses he’s hit a nerve.

AKERRA
You’ve seen it too. Dethrandor 
sits alone. Waiting. Only the 
honourable are granted a seat. And 
true honour is giving your life to 
defend the defenseless.

FIRST BLADE
Are you here to risk your life for 
anyone? Or is it for vengeance?

The First Blade offers him a key.

FIRST BLADE
Now’s your chance, Akerra.

INT. RED TRIANGLE TEMPLE - DUSK

An avenue of flame-tipped staves, held by warriors.

Wearing Gedren’s breastplate, Akerra moves through the 
gauntlet. At the end, Akerra’s enemy kneels with his back 
to him.

The warriors form a circle encompassing Akerra and his 
challenger.

They knock their staves on the floor, then aim them 
inwards, forming a ring of flames around the duellists.

Akerra draws his sword.

His opponent rises, drawing his.

Akerra steadies, preparing for battle.

They close in.

No one moves. Both assessing the other. Both waiting.

Akerra runs out of patience and attacks. The Red Triangle 
instantly retaliates with a strong block and counter.

They back away.

The Red Triangle stalks Akerra to the edge of the ring. 
Akerra pivots away from the flames.

The Red Triangle strikes. Akerra absorbs the impact on 
his sword.

Akerra changes his grip, thrusts towards an opening.

The Red Triangle uses a metal forearm guard to bash down 
Akerra’s blade.
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EXT. FOREST TRAIL - DUSK

Horse legs at full gallop.

An unknown rider speeds along the forest road.

INT. RED TRIANGLE TEMPLE - CONTINUOUS

Swords clash. Akerra backs away.

The Red Triangle strikes.

Akerra parries, misses.

The Red Triangle counters. Akerra is wrong-footed, 
stumbles backwards into a flaming staff.

Sparks cascade down his back. He roars in pain.

The Red Triangle bears down on him.

Akerra recovers, blocks the oncoming attack, then 
launches himself into his opponent.

Both land heavily. The Red Triangle dislocates a finger.

Their swords clang on the floor, bouncing away.

They’re grappling now. Both equally skilled. Both 
fighting for an advantage.

The Red Triangle manages to flip Akerra.

Akerra breaks free, gathers his sword.

The Red Triangle is slower to get up. He fixes his 
dislocated finger. Shakes off the pain.

Akerra spots the weakness. Knows he’s in the fight.

The Red Triangle’s eyes betray a hint of vulnerability.

Behind the ring of flames, the First Blade watches.

Tiring, the two warriors fight again. The Red Triangle is 
out-positioned but recovers with a kick to Akerra’s 
wounded side.

Akerra gasps in pain, but it only makes him stronger.

They’re in close quarters now. Crowding each other. It’s 
a battle of strength. Sword against sword. Their boots 
skidding on the stone.

The Red Triangle is stronger, pushing Akerra’s own blade 
back onto his breastplate. It splits the falcon insignia.
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Akerra sees the blade turn towards his throat...

Akerra ducks-

The Red Triangle’s death blow misses by a hair, giving 
Akerra a momentary window...

Akerra snatches the Dyuss blade from his enemy’s hip.

Sensing the theft, the Red Triangle grabs Akerra, drops 
backwards-

Akerra digs the blade into the Red Triangle’s armour as 
he is flipped overhead.

Akerra rolls awkwardly along the stone floor. He fights 
to regain his feet.

The Red Triangle gets to his knees, easing the Dyuss 
blade out from his ribs. Blood follows.

Akerra scrambles for his sword.

The Red Triangle holds up a hand for Akerra to stop. He 
offers the handle to Akerra.

RED TRIANGLE
No tomorrow.

Akerra clasps the sacred knife.

The warrior closes his eyes. Akerra swipes his throat 
cleanly.

The Red Triangle drops.

In silent unison, the flame-tipped staves rise.

Akerra slumps, exhausted, elated.

The Dyuss blade clangs on the floor.

He spots something on the body of his enemy.

Akerra gently shifts the hair from the back of the Red 
Triangle’s neck, revealing a TATTOO just like his own.

AKERRA
Hero.

Akerra stares emptily at the Red Triangle corpse.

The steward enters. Behind him, an ashen-faced Borlus.

BORLUS
(between breaths)

I pushed my horse too hard. It’s 
dead.
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Borlus is carrying the WOODEN BOX from Akerra’s dream.

Red Triangle warriors look to their leader, who nods. 
They part, letting Borlus through.

BORLUS
I’ve abandoned my post.

Recognising the box, Akerra gets to his feet. Borlus 
hands it to him.

Cautious, Akerra lifts the lid. Inside, nothing but sand.

Akerra looks to Borlus for answers.

Borlus is haunted, tears brimming.

EXT. GARDEN - NIGHT - FLASHBACK

Back to the night Ren inherited Gedren’s rank. Borlus, 
emerging from a door, his face is lit by fire off-screen.

Ren stands beside him.

REN
I’ve always brought shame to my 
father. Yet he had faith in me. 
That I’d grow into a just an 
honourable man. I don’t know why 
he was so blind.

BORLUS
Because he loved you.

REN
I’m just glad he’s not here to see 
how wrong he was about me.

Ren stares down into a burning brazier.

Borlus follows Ren’s icy gaze into the fire.

What Borlus sees in the brazier makes him vomit.

BACK TO:

INT. RED TRIANGLE TEMPLE - NIGHT

Akerra realises he’s not holding a box of sand, but ash.

AKERRA
No.

His legs give way.
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A guttural, PRIMAL WAIL erupts from him. He is reduced to 
a crumpled, destroyed man, cradling the wooden ash box.

Borlus kneels beside him.

AKERRA
I did this.

BORLUS
No.

AKERRA
...It was all for nothing.

BORLUS
Tahvi. She’s still alive.

Akerra gathers himself.

AKERRA
Jetta will exchange her for me.

BORLUS
No, Akerra.

AKERRA
He can kill me any way he wishes.

BORLUS
He won’t honour the agreement. You 
were right. These symbols we wear 
are meaningless. And the men we 
fight and die for. None of them 
have honour.

AKERRA
I see one before me who does.

Akerra pats Borlus on the shoulder and heads for the exit.

BORLUS
They’ll kill you on sight.

Akerra stops a moment.

BORLUS
You won’t even reach the gates.

FIRST BLADE (O.C.)
You will not only pass through.

Akerra turns at the voice of the warrior.

FIRST BLADE
You will be invited into Lord 
Jetta’s hall.

On Borlus - Realisation and hope.
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BORLUS
Yes.

INT. RED TRIANGLE TEMPLE - NIGHT

Akerra kneels, silhouetted against flames.

Red Triangle warriors surround him.

Akerra places a Red Triangle mask over his face.

The First Blade carries a closed basket towards him.

INT. SERVANT’S QUARTERS - CONTINUOUS

Sitting on her bed, Tahvi stares at the empty bassinet in 
the corner of the room.

INT. RED TRIANGLE TEMPLE - CONTINUOUS

The basket is on the floor. The First Blade lifts the lid.

Akerra creeps towards it. Inside, a Dyuss blade resting 
amongst the coils of a VIPER.

INT. SERVANT’S QUARTERS - CONTINUOUS

Tahvi looks out the window. She runs her fingers along 
the glass.

INT. RED TRIANGLE TEMPLE - CONTINUOUS

Akerra’s fingers slowly make their way over the edge of 
the basket. The snake licks the air and STRIKES!

Venom coursing through his veins, Akerra goes into 
paralytic shock.

INT. SERVANT’S QUARTERS - NIGHT

The door opens, spreading light across Tahvi, kneeling in 
a pool of her own blood.

Sumi rushes to Tahvi, her shoes crunching broken glass.

Tahvi’s wrists are butchered with cuts. Her head lolls 
against Sumi.

Sumi hauls Tahvi towards the door.
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INT. RED TRIANGLE TEMPLE - NIGHT

Akerra wakes on the floor. His snakebite is bandaged.

The basket remains where it was.

Akerra crawls towards it again.

He places one hand under the snake’s chin, letting it 
slither across his hand. It seems comfortable with him.

Akerra draws the Dyuss blade out of the basket.

Holds it up for all to see.

Akerra drags the Dyuss blade across his palm.

AKERRA
No tomorrow.

Altogether, the Red Triangle warriors kneel.

EXT. RED TRIANGLE TEMPLE/GARDEN - NIGHT

Akerra watches the body of Hero burning.

The First Blade stabs the dead warrior’s sword into the 
grass. He removes his mask - revealing the SCARRED FACE 
of a man in his mid 50s. His eyes are burdened by regret 
and death.

Akerra joins him.

FIRST BLADE
Some believe when Dethrandor 
killed the gods and burned their 
kingdoms, he left a secret meadow 
untouched. It remains a haven for 
the children we lose.

Akerra appreciates this.

AKERRA
(at the funeral pyre)

What was his name?

FIRST BLADE
Temis.

AKERRA
All I ever hoped for was one day a 
sword in the ground with my name 
carved into it. To be remembered. 
But now ... I have dishonoured the 
good name I was given. My people’s 
king. I’d prefer to be forgotten.
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FIRST BLADE
Follow me.

INT. RED TRIANGLE TEMPLE/CRYPT - A SHORT TIME LATER

The First Blade leads Akerra into a crypt. He takes a 
dusty sword from a wall mount and offers it to Akerra.

FIRST BLADE
It’s been here for generations.

Akerra slowly draws the blade. Markings etched into the 
steel glimmer in the firelight. It’s like the mockery he 
was given, except this is the real thing - a true Silawai 
sword.

FIRST BLADE
In the line of First Blades before 
me, none of us chose to wield it. 
It belongs in the hands of a 
Silawai.

Humbled, Akerra slides the sword back into its sheath 
with a satisfying metallic ring.

EXT. FORT - DUSK

The sun sets over Lord Jetta’s fort.

INT. GREAT HALL - DUSK

The doors open, revealing Akerra (disguised in full Red 
Triangle armour). He carries a sack with him.

Jetta waits on his throne.

Akerra marches past rows of soldiers brandishing spears.

He stops ten paces from the throne and kneels.

AKERRA
Lord Jetta.

Tahvi hides in the shadow of the throne. She is 
completely withdrawn, catatonic.

Akerra lays the sack on the floor.

AKERRA
The Silawai.

Jetta leans forward.
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AKERRA
He lied. Your daughter’s death was 
not a foreshadow to war.

Tahvi looks up now. Meets eyes with Akerra. Through the 
disguise, she recognises her husband.

JETTA
He killed her then. I thank the 
Gods for revealing the truth. And 
you, for bringing me this.

Ren picks up the sack eagerly, about to open it-

JETTA
You would curse my hall with a 
dead man’s eyes?

Ren puts down the sack and backs away.

JETTA
Your father failed in so many 
ways. But none more than teaching 
you respect.

(to Akerra)
Honour to you.

Akerra bows and marches towards the exit.

REN
Did he suffer?

Akerra stops.

AKERRA
His pain continues in the 
afterlife.

Ren likes this.

INT. RED TRIANGLE TEMPLE - CONTINUOUS

The First Blade, unmasked, on his throne. Firelight 
shines in his troubled eyes. He turns over the Dyuss 
blade in his hands.

He slams his fist down.

INT. LORD JETTA’S QUARTERS - NIGHT

Jetta prepares for bed. He stops in his tracks when he 
sees-

The box containing Kiva’s ashes, resting on his sheets.

He looks for signs of an intruder.
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He checks the window - open. A breeze blows a candle out.

Paranoia peaking, Jetta creeps towards the bed, reaching 
cautiously for the box.

He eases the lid off, gasps at what’s inside.

A sword appears at Jetta’s throat.

The blade guides him onto the bed until he sinks against 
his pillows. Now he’s able to see his captor.

Akerra, still in his armour and mask, holding the sword 
at Jetta’s throat.

JETTA
I let you leave in peace.

No answer.

JETTA
Who are you?

AKERRA
A servant.

A knock at the door. Jetta smirks.

Akerra stands his ground.

JETTA
Enter.

The door opens, revealing Tahvi in a long-sleeved kimono. 
She carries a tray of tea. Behind Tahvi, Sumi stands 
guard in the hall.

Tahvi enters, ignoring Akerra as if he’s a ghost.

Jetta looks from Tahvi to Akerra, confused.

JETTA
Get the guards.

Tahvi closes the door and locks it.

JETTA
Can’t you hear me?

Akerra angles the blade against Jetta’s jugular. Not 
enough to cut, but enough to make him freeze.

Tahvi pours a cup of tea and places it in Jetta’s hand.

TAHVI
Drink.
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JETTA
What do you want?

TAHVI
Drink, My Lord. It’s just tea.

Hand shaking, Jetta sips the tea.

TAHVI
But it does contain an agent used 
by the Red Triangle.

Akerra withdraws his sword.

The cup slips out of Jetta’s grip, spilling tea on the 
sheets.

TAHVI
You’ll feel it working now.

Tahvi peels open Jetta’s nightgown, exposing his chest.

TAHVI
You won’t be able to move. But 
your heart will continue beating.

Jetta tries to flex his fingers, but his muscles 
constrict. He is totally paralysed.

Tahvi produces a knife from her kimono.

TAHVI
And you will feel everything.

Tahvi places the handle of the knife in Jetta’s limp 
fingers. He manages a feeble wheeze in protest.

TAHVI
You will know what it is to be 
truly powerless.

Tahvi closes Jetta’s fingers around the handle of the 
blade, turning it towards him.

TAHVI
To be under someone else’s control as 
they take away your reason to live.

Tahvi’s whole body shakes with hatred and grief.

TAHVI
Making you look...

JETTA
N... N...

Tahvi forces the knife into his chest. He can do nothing 
but groan weakly.
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TAHVI
... Into the fire.

Akerra stands to one side as Tahvi watches Jetta bleed out.

Jetta’s breathing labours. His blood soaks the bed.

Tears roll down Tahvi’s face as she picks up the box for 
Kiva’s ashes.

She tips the box over Jetta-

Tumbling onto his chest - a BABY FALCON, dead.

EXT. FIGHTING PEN - NIGHT

Akerra escorts Tahvi towards the fort gate.

On their way, soldiers bow to him.

SOLDIER #1
He killed the Servant King.

SOLDIER #2
Honour to you, Red Triangle.

EXT. FORT GATES - MOMENTS LATER

About to pass through the gate, Ren blocks their exit.

REN
She’s Lord Jetta’s property.

AKERRA
A gift.

REN
Not much of a reward. She’s all 
dried up, from what I hear.

Akerra’s hand edges towards his sword, then he 
reconsiders.

REN
I hope he gave you plenty of gold 
as well.

TAHVI
Lord Jetta paid sufficiently.

REN
Lower your eyes.

Tahvi complies, but enjoys a small victory.
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Akerra moves Tahvi on, heading towards a horse hitched to 
a tree in the distance.

Ren watches them leave together. Something is not quite 
right and it bothers him.

INT. GUARD BARRACKS - MOMENTS LATER

Ren enters his quarters. On a table by the window, the 
tied-up sack containing what he assumes is Akerra’s head.

He hesitantly unties it, peers inside-

-the head is face down. Ren checks the neck. No tattoo...

REN
No.

Ren turns the head over and...

His father’s face stares back.

Ren falls backwards, choking on rage.

A soldier runs in.

SOLDIER
Captain! Lord Jetta...

EXT. FOREST TRAIL - NIGHT

Akerra and Tahvi are nearly at the horse. Bells toll.

Chaos erupts in the fort. Soldiers pour out.

Tahvi fumbles with the rope to unhitch the horse. The 
knot is too tight.

AKERRA
Get on.

Tahvi jumps onto the horse. Akerra draws his sword, chops 
the rope.

The soldiers are footsteps away.

TAHVI
Akerra, take my hand!

Tahvi reaches out to him, unintentionally displaying her 
BANDAGED WRIST.

Akerra takes Tahvi’s hand, eases the sleeve up to reveal 
bloodied bandages.
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TAHVI
You didn’t do this.

Akerra’s eyes brim with shame and sorrow.

TAHVI (CONT'D)
Get on the horse.

Akerra looks at the inviting safety of the road ahead.

TAHVI (CONT'D)
I forgive you.

Akerra closes Tahvi’s fingers around a SMALL LEATHER BAG.

AKERRA
Our daughter never had the chance.

TAHVI
Akerra!

Akerra slaps the horse, sending it bolting along the 
forest path with Tahvi clinging on.

Sword in hand, Akerra moves into the middle of the road 
to face the oncoming soldiers. He throws away his sheath.

A soldier runs at him, sword high. Akerra crouches low, 
slices open the soldier’s armour.

A second soldier tries to get past, but loses a leg to 
Akerra’s blade.

A third soldier is more skilled and they duel briefly. 
Akerra’s blade SPLITS THE SOLDIER’S SHIELD IN TWO, 
surprising both of them.

Akerra runs him through.

More soldiers arrive, armed with spears.

Keeping their distance, the soldiers strike at once. 
Akerra fends off the spears furiously.

Akerra falters, blood seeping from a leg wound.

He looks back up the path -

Tahvi’s horse rounds a corner. She’s safe.

Akerra turns back to the battle...

EXT. RIVER - NIGHT

Borlus waits with two horses. He readies himself at the 
sound of hooves.
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Tahvi appears on horseback. Borlus runs to her.

BORLUS
Where’s Akerra?

TAHVI
Defending the road.

BORLUS
No.

Borlus motions to go back, but Tahvi stops him.

TAHVI
He stayed to give us a chance.

Borlus bows his head.

Across the bank, unseen by Borlus and Tahvi - Red 
Triangle warriors stalk through the forest like ghosts.

EXT. FOREST TRAIL - NIGHT

Jetta’s soldiers surround Akerra and are gaining the 
upper hand.

Akerra’s blade cuts a spear in half. He grabs hold of a 
another, pulling the man holding it to within his grasp.

Akerra uses him as a human shield, his own men stabbing 
him with undisciplined strikes.

A spear from behind pierces Akerra’s armour.

The wounded human shield breaks free, stumbling away.

Akerra spins and kills the soldier who wounded him. He 
whirls back, swipes at the human shield, misses.

EXT. FOREST - CONTINUOUS

Red Triangle warriors stream through the woods, flowing 
like water around trees.

EXT. FOREST TRAIL - CONTINUOUS

Akerra steadies, brandishing the ancestral weapon.

He catches up to the human shield, impales him on the 
dirt, but another soldier stabs Akerra’s side.

Akerra’s legs give way. He tries to get up but a soldier 
kicks him back down and stabs him again.
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REN
Stand down!

Soldiers part for Ren as he draws his sword.

REN
Take it off.

Akerra removes his helm. Ren can’t believe his eyes.

REN
You still believe Dethrandor will 
favour you. There is no honour. 
There is only the sword. Those who 
wield it and those who fall to it.

Akerra readies his sword.

The soldiers back away, giving the two rivals space.

Ren attacks-

Akerra disarms him. Ren’s sword clangs on the dirt.

Ren picks up his sword. He closes on Akerra. Their blades 
scrape against one another.

Akerra out-positions Ren and disarms him again.

Ren’s soldiers look from their leader to his sword on the 
ground.

Akerra picks up Ren’s sword and tosses it at his feet.

Humiliated, Ren attacks again.

Akerra is bleeding, weak, but defends each strike easily.

Ren lunges and Akerra disarms him again.

Ren goes to retrieve his sword, but a RESENTFUL SOLDIER 
puts his boot on it.

REN
Release your boot or die.

The Resentful Soldier stands firm.

AKERRA
Give him the sword.

The Resentful Soldier lifts his boot.

Enraged, Ren snatches the weapon and attacks. The 
Resentful Soldier out-duels Ren and punches him.

The Resentful Soldier backs away.
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RESENTFUL SOLDIER
He’s yours, Red Triangle.

Ren swings wildly at Akerra.

Akerra avoids the attacks until-

In one motion - Akerra’s blade slices right through Ren’s 
sword and arm. 

Ren falls to his knees, cradling his wound.

Akerra angles his blade at Ren’s throat.

REN
Go on, Akerra. Send me to my 
father.

AKERRA
He was a warrior. You are 
unworthy.

Akerra stabs Ren in the stomach.

Ren screams in agony and drops. He lies prone on the 
dirt, alternating between grimacing and smiling oddly as 
he bleeds out.

Akerra’s knees give out. He has nothing left.

Akerra’s POV - in the trees, movement.

RESENTFUL SOLDIER
We serve Lord Jetta to our deaths.

The Resentful Soldier is about to finish Akerra when-

Red Triangle warriors erupt from the forest.

A dozen soldiers drop dead. The remaining ones release 
their weapons, yielding.

The First Blade withdraws his sword from the Resentful 
Soldier’s corpse.

Akerra looks around him at the carnage, at the Red 
Triangle warriors, bending down, trying to catch their 
breath.

The First Blade extends his hand.

CUT TO:

AKERRA’s POV - Flying over vast desert at great speed.

BACK TO:
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Akerra, his life fading. He considers the First Blade’s 
hand on offer.

Akerra draws his Dyuss blade and offers it up instead.

The First Blade accepts the knife.

EXT. RIVER - CONTINUOUS

Tahvi unties the small leather bag Akerra gave her. 
Inside, Kiva’s ashes.

Tears welling, Tahvi clutches the pouch and kisses it.

Borlus unhitches Akerra’s horse, setting it free.

Borlus takes a final, solemn look at the horse, as if 
saying goodbye to a friend.

Borlus and Tahvi ride away.

EXT. FOREST TRAIL - CONTINUOUS

Akerra’s eyes - no longer filled with determination or 
willpower, but tears of vindication.

FIRST BLADE
Go to the Great Table, Akerra.

AKERRA
No tomorrow.

The First Blade swipes truly. Akerra drops to the ground.

DISSOLVE TO:

EXT. RED TRIANGLE TEMPLE/GARDEN - DAY

Moving across a snow-covered glade - a sword handle 
enters frame. Crane down to reveal the Silawai ancestral 
sword, standing upright.

CLOSER - carved into the blade, the name “AKERRA”.

WIDE REVEAL - Dozens of swords protrude from the snow. 
Graves to the honourable fallen.

TITLE CARD: “THE RED TRIANGLE”

FADE OUT.

THE END
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